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los $18 75-19.25;
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ha $15.75-16 50:
les $15.00-16.00,
Few $16.25.
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
'United Press International

Cricket still in the kitchen.
petw mushroom in the front
yard. Stands on a stem six inches high and has a wide umbrella like canopy. Some mushrooms or toad stools are poisonous. Fellow could not tell
which were which and wondered how to tell the poison
ones from the edible ones. Eat
one of them, he was told, and
if he was here the next day,
those were the edibles ones.
o

year 'rowed

CALL TODAY
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In Our 69th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, September 25, I 968

Louie W. Cannon
Arrested In Theft
Of Checks Here

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
A thin strand of wire and the
clear atmosphere brought joy
to Mn, Ottis Valentine and
Mrs. T. C. Hargrove yesterday.
Their sons called from South
Viet Nam.

)od sense

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
10' Per Copy

Vol. LXXXIX No. 228

Murray Man Is Wounded In
Action In Viet Nam. Is Now
Located In Saigon Hospital

Louie Wallace Cannon, now
using the name of Billy Joe
Davis, has been arrested by the
Douglas County sheriff at Tuscola. Ill., on a warrant issued
by the office of Sheriff Fannie
Stubblefield.
Cannon is now being held on
a bench warrant for Calloway
County by the Douglas County
sheriff.
The local sheriff said Davis,
elias Cannon, has been charged
with stealing 12 or 15 blank
checks out of the check book
of Ken's Truck Stop, US. Highway 641 South, Murray, on December 10, 1966
Cannon, as he was known at
the time, cashed about ten
checks written on the truck
stop in Calloway County for a
total amount of $72.46 in December 1966, according to the
cheriff.
Mrs. Stubblefield said warrants were sent to all points in
the eastern part of the United
States for Cannon, and they
were notified of his arrest at
Tuscola, Ill., this week.
Davis. alias Cannon, worked
at the Truck Stop here for a.
bout two months before the re
ported theft occurred, the
sheriff said.

Stanley Hargrove
Talks With Parents

LoaSoMer bAwarried
Purple Heart After Action

Specialist Fourth cla,es Stanley Hargrove talked by telephone with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.---T7e. Hargrove, and his
Sgt. Larry F. Leslie has been wore from the. Army that her
brothers, Don and Ronnie, Mon- reported wounded in action husband hp been awarded the
day morning about 6:20.
with the 25th Infantry Division Purple Heart for "wounds re
Hargrove who is serving in Vietnam, according to word ceived in connection with miliwith the United States Army received by his wife, Mrs. Car- tary operations against a hostile
Safer to get them out of a can.
about thirty miles from Saigon, olyn Leslie of Murray.
force." This award was made
Vietnam, was on his Rest and
Leslie received wounds in on September 17.
Murray
industrial
-development
leaders
confer
wfth
Miss Katherine Peden should
members of the Purchase Arse In.
Leslie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Recuperation leave in Hong the left shoulder and arm and
dustrial-site inspection tour during the visito rs' stop and luncheon
change the slant of her senate
here at the Holiday Inn. Kong at the time he called his was sent to a hospital in Sai- Roy Leslie of 216 South 15th
Seated
(left
to
right)
are
President Max Hurt of the Murray-Calloway County
oriel campaign. Her sophomoric
parents.
gon. He is expected to be trans. Street, was assigned as platoon
Industrial
Federation, Inc.; Kentucky Commerce Comm issioner Paul W.
arguments do not appeal to us.
Grubbs; and Mayor Holmes
sergeant with the 25th Infantry
The Hargroves had talked
Ellis. Standing (left to right) are Pre.iident Joe Dick of the
Rank of Murray; Executive
with their son previously by
Division in Vietnam on August
Secretary James L. Johnson of the Murray
Failleli rain today.
Chamber of Commerce; and President H. radio and telephone in August
20
of this year He had been
Glenn Doran of the Peoples Bank This tour, sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
at the time of the death of his
in the Vietnam area for only a
Commerce and utility, transportation, and oth•r
The elder we get the more we
industrial-relatad organizations, visited nine
unele, Tellus Hargrove.
month when he was wounded.
Cities in sight counties in two days.
'can appreciate Gulliver's TraSp. Hargrove said he had
The Murray man entered the
vels
seen
his cousin, Specialist
service in August 196'7 and took
Fourth Class Herbert Felts
his basic training at Fort Polk,
A tree was reported growing
since he left the Saigon area
La. He was graduated May 7,
on top of Roberts Reality buildfor his ft&R.
1968, from the Army Infantry
ing. We looked for it, but some
Felts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
School at Fort Berrning, Ga.,
apparently
chopwoodsman has
Billy Felts of Phoenix, Arizona,
and was one of the 115 soldiers
ped it down.
formerly of Calloway County,
to complete the course out of
volunteered for the U.S. Air
240 that started the special
Max Hurt, a member of the
Force. He attended Calloway
school.
ifirksey Elementary School PaBefore being sent overseas,
Jeannie Turner, luiton Coun- Light Hereford, Red ribbon; rent.Teacher Association, was County High School
Sp. Hargrove left for VietSgt. Leslie was with the Adty 4-H Club member showed Suzzett Evans, Calloway County the speaker at the meeting of
vanced Infantry Training Brithe Grand Champion Steer at 4-H Teen Club, Light Hereford. the PTA held Tuesday at 1:30 nam on February 19 of this
year. He took his basic training
gade at Fort Polk, La. He is
the Purchase Area 4-H and white 'ribbon, Ricky Nance, p m. at the school.
at Fort Campbell and his reFFA Beef Shag and Sale held Kirksey 4-H Club, Light Angus,
Mr Hurt, a retired executive
Kaantinuod an Sack Page)
can, training at Fort Knox.
at the Murray Livestock Co., white ribbon.
of the Woodmen of the World,
Hargrove's mother said that
John P Stewart was awarded
Monday, September 23. This
greup
"Why I Belong
Calves selected to go to the told the
Sgt. Larry
$450.00 by the Calloway Circalf showed in the Heavy Ang- Carcass show to be held at to the PTA". lie said the PTA her son said he will telephone
Leslie
them again while he is on his
cuit Court in the ease heard
Clue.
us
of
the
most
coneenaed
two
imThursday,
not
Co.,
Reelf
Packing
(erred
to
Marlow
another
Cook
hospital
R&R in Hong Kong.
Tueeciay with Circuit Judo
The Reserve champion was night. September 26 at 6.91
ettili Aeple that is parents
Both Hargrove and Felts are
James M. IA:niter presiding.
stowed by Jae Ed Harrison, p.m. include: Larry Flood,
ho have the privilege of joinMrs. Leslie has also received
The judgment yeas given as
Fulton County 4-H. This calf Bill Fridy and Margarita Greet. big with God in creation, and the grandsons of Mrs. Alma
Cooper and the great grand.;damagee in the automobile acshowed in the Heavy Hereford
teachers
who
are
given
the
the
calves
ennumber
of
The trial
sons of Mrs. Mary C,omptoin of
cident at 15th and Main Streets,
Class.
tered were 87. Forth four re- responsibility of guiding the
Murray, August 28, 1967, acThe champion Shorthorn was ceived blue ribbons, 29 receiv- child during a major portion Calloway County.
Tim R. McEnroe, chairman
Miss Lynn Loraine Farley of
cording to the office of Circuit of the "Students- for Nixon- shown by Gene Cooper, a mem- ed red ribbons, 14 received of life.
Murray Route Five escaped
Court Clerk James H. Blalock. Agnew-Cook
ber
of
the
Ballard
County
4-H
Committee" at
Hurt said that the PTA is
white ribbons. Of the 87 enterserious injury this morning aStewart, the plaintiff, was re- Murray State University, has Club
ed, 36 were Hereford. 39 were basic to the state, community,
bout 830 when she was involvpresented by George Ed Over. announced that Jefferson CounThe Reserve Champion Here- Angus. 11 were Shorthorn and nation, and world as a valuable
Mrs. Sophia Smith, age 77, ed in a one car automobile acbey, and Genevieve H. Adams, ty Judge and Republican Sen- ford was showed by Benny Co- 1 was a Charlois. The average undertaking with the children
widow of Lonnie Smith. died cident on the old Murray and
the defendant, sea represented atorial nominee, Marlow W. oper, Ballard County 4-H The was 36.20 per CWT.
and teachers. Hurt said that
Monday at the Riverside Manor Paris Road.
by" Nat Ryan Hughes. George Cook, will speak at a public Reserve champion Angus was
PTA is another process of eduNursing Home. Paducah She
Chief Deputy Sheriff Curt
The judge was Dr Robert cation for the parents as they
Effinger was the attorney on convocation Friday. September shown by Larry Eidson, BalA two car collision occurred was a native of Calloway CounWilloughby said that Miss FarWebb,
University
the counter claim.
of
Illinois,
Tuesday
at
1:25
lard
County
FFA
and
the
Rep.m.
on 8th ty.
27 at 10:30 a.m. in the M.S.U.
cooperate with the teachers and
ley, driving a 1966 Ford MustI The Circuit Court will re- Student Union Building
Station.
Dixon educators to strive for the best Street, according to the report
Ball- serve Champion Shorthorn was Experiment
Survivors are two sons, Glenn ang two door owned by Joe Pat
Springs,
convene on Tuesday, October room.
Illinois
The
showman.
filed by the investigating of- Hutson of Paducah and Matt
also shown by Gene Cooper.
for the children.
Farley, was going north, to1, when the next trial is schedLocal 4-H Boys and girls that ship judge was Gene Brown,
Cook, making his first trip
The speaker was introduced ficers of the Murray Police De- Odell Hutson of Chicago, ll1; ward Murray, when she went
Area
uled, acoarchng to the office of to a college campus this fall, bed entries included: Joe Bill
Extension Beef Specialist by Mrs.
partment.
No
injuries
were
reFieThomas
and
stepsons.
Jewell McCallon, protwo
around a curve, hit a slick spot
the Circuit Court Clerk.
ported.
will speak on behalf of the en- Friday, Murray University 4-H Morganfield.
gram chairman.
ree Hutson, both of Chicago; in the road, lost control of the
tire ticket for this year's elect- Club, Light Hereford, Second
Mrs. Billy Crick gave the detwo brothers, Clyde Powell of
Cars involved were a 1962 Paducah Route Eight and Mur- car, and hit a woven wire fence
Joe Harrison, a 4-H member votion with the scripture readion. Cook will arrive from Lou- lace and blue ribbon and 1 red
and posts on the farm of Jimowned
by
HarComet
four
door
from
Fulton
ribbon;
Larry
was
the
Flood,
Hazel
4-H
isville .for the convocation and
Counts',
ing from the third chapter of
tie Powelk of Helena, Ark.; a my Coleman.
I.
Martin
of
Cincinnati,
old
4-H
showmanship winner at the Proverbs.
will leave shortly after the pro- Club, Heavy Hereford, third
sister, Mrs. Nora Vaughn of
Willoughby said Miss Farley
gram for scheduled stops in lace and blue ribbon; Marfa- show and sale held Monday. The president. Mrs. Buddy Ohio, and driven by Delilah Murray; 27 grandchildren; 30
Earl K. Ashicck is now in the First Congressional District. ette Greer, Kirksey 4-H Club, Ricky Hepler, a FFA member Anderson, presided. Mrs. Bobby Pittman Martin of Mayfield great grandchildren; 12 great was not thrown from the car.
Considerable damage was re
eine Calloway County Jail awaitfrom Fulton County, was the Locke read the minutes and Route One, and a 1964 Corvair great grandchildren.
ported to the car.
two
door
owned
by
Rupert
ing the action of the court on
FFA showmanship winner.
will
be
held
Funeral services
Mrs. Lubie Parrish gave the
Miss Farley was treated at
a charge of writing a check on
Both were presented show- treasurer's report. Mrs. Gerald Maynard and driven by Danny Thursday at one p.m. at the
Smith and Son's Country Hen,
manship halters by the Callo- Stone gave the membership re- M. Maynard of 316 South 15th Lindsey Funeral Chapel, Pa- the emergency room of t h e
Murray-Calloway County HosStreet, Murray.
according to the office of Coway County Farm Bureau.
ducah with Rev. Howell Spees pital and released. She had a
port.
unty Judge Hall McCinaton and
officiating.
Shoot
is
A
Ham
and
Turkey
the
Maynard
car
Police
said
contusion on the left shoulder
The Calloway County Angus
the office of Sheriff Fannie
Interment will be in the
Association presented Jeanie planned for Saturday, October was parked at the curb on 8th
and complained of pain there,
Stubblefield.
with
Creek
Cemetery
Newton
Washer
farm,
19,
at
the
Jim
Street, when the Martin car
Turner, who showed the Grand
according to hospital officials.
Ashlock was arrested by the
pallbearserving
as
grandsons
Kirksey. In backed out of a driveway into
Champion Angus, $25.00 sav- one mile south of
Miss Farley was x-rayed before
sheriff of Warren County at
ers.
shoot will be the Maynard car.
son of Mr and Mrs. ings bond. The presentation was case of rain the
fly
Cleaver,
being
released.
&nvling Green on a warrant
By Jimmy Calvet, Reporter
Cecil Cleaver, of the Hickory made by William C. Dodson, held the following Saturday.
The Calloway County Church
Anderson
announced
the
Mrs.
•sent out by the Calloway Sher1ff after Ashlock allegedly cash- of Christ Preacher Scholarship Grove Church of Christ, and Route 4. Murray.
district fall conference at Lone
ed a check of $818.00 on Smith Fund, nearing the close of its Danny Lamb of New ProvidOak on Thursday, October 3,
ence
church
of
Christ,
son
of
in
participating
Local buyers
and Son's an August 18, 1988. seventh year of function, proat 5 30 p.m.
this show were Murray Manu.
Deputy Sheriff Calton Mor- vides financial assistance for Mr. and Mrs. Odell Lamb.
The hospitality committee,
Mr
Cleaver
and
Mr. Lamb facturing Co., who purchased
gan went to Bowling Green young men of congregations of
Mrs Jerry Falwell and Mrs.
Tuesday to bring Ashlock back churches of Christ in Calloway are new recipients. Danny the reserve champion Hereford Herman Robertson, said the
Cleaver will be in bavid Lip- for $35.00 per CWT. Audrey W
to Calloway County.
County who desire to attend
scomb College, Nashville, and Simmons, who purchased the room count was won by the
school in preparation for preaDanny Lamb will be a student reserve champion Angus for first grades, Mrs Laura Jennching the gospel of Christ. This
FaiTis,
at Freedffardeman
College, $35.00 per CWT, Bank of Mur- ings and Mrs. Lillie
fund is provided by contributteachers.
Henderson.
Tennessee.
Reserve
ray who purchased the
ions from interested individuThose desiring more infor- Champion Shorthorn for $36.00
als. and is overseen by a CounU alto/ Pre*. I atarbationikt
mation
regarding
the preacher per CWT. Peoples Bank who
ty Board of Director' and an
scholarship fund should contact purchased Joe Fridy's second
Executive Committee.
ay United Press internatIonel
A number of young men Ralph Ray, who is currently place light Irereford for $40.00
who
Partly cloudy west to cloudy have been assisted by this ef- serving as chairman of the per CWT. Martin Oil Co.,
Board of Directors. Mr. purchased Larry Flood's 3rd
Mrs. Ottis Valentine received
east today with rain spreading fort. Among them is Will T. County
address is 1707 Olive, place heavy Hereford for $36.00 a great thrill yesterday at 1:00
from west and ending east to- Winchester, known to many In Ray's
and Murray Wholesale Grocery p.m. when her son First Lieunight. High today 70 west to this county. Mr. Winchester at- Murray, Kentucky 42071.
who purchased Gary Evans 5th tenant Allen Valentine called
83 east. Low tonight 50 west to tended the Getwell Road School
place Heavy Angus for $35.00 her from Saigon, South Viet
58 east. Mostly fair and cool of Preaching in Memphis. TenOther buyers included 641 Nam.
Thursday, high in the 70s.
nessee for two yeers. He is now
Lt. Valentine has been a forPaschall
Slaughter
house,
in full time preaching work
Trucking Co., Hutson Chemical ward observer in the 77th. Field
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
with the church of Christ in
Two persons have been charg- Co., Murray Livestock Co, Artillery, but has been reasLOU1SyLLLE, Ky. (UPI) — Waynesville. North Carolina,
signed recently.
The five-day Kentucky weather having graduated from school ed and fined in the Galloway Chrisman Popcorn Co., Thur.
He told his mother that he
County Court of Judge Hall man Furniture Co., Jackson
outlook, Thursday through Mon- around July 1 of this year.
was doing well and that the
day
During this year letters ex- McCuiston this week. Records Purchase Production Credit lie call
might make up for some
sociation, Jim Adams IGA GroTemperatures will average 2 pressing appreciation for the show the following occurred:
William Fortner, public drun- cery, Holton Melugin Insurante unwritten letters. He said that
to 6 degrees below the normal aid received have come from
ii was 2:00 a.m. on September
75-88 highs and 50-57 lows.
Phil Lavender of the Hazel kenness, given five days in jail; Co., Calloway Soil Improvement
Sheriff and Jailer.
Association, Warren Seed Co, 2o there (the call came in to
Rainfall will average a quar- Church of Christ and Will
Murray at 1:00 a.m. September
Larry
ter inch west to near a half Winchester. No doubt much
Hughey,
Waverly, Murray Insurance Co., Triangle 24).
cinch east mostly Thursday and good will come from the ef- Tenn , speeding, fined $10.00 Restaurant, Parker Popconi
The roll came via telephone
Co.. Boone Laundry and Cleanearly in the weekend
forts of these men and others costs $18 00. State Police.
and short wave radio and Mrs.
ers Co.
who Nee received scholarship
Valentine said that the proSOVIET REPORT
Kentucky Lake: 7 am.355.5, money. a spokesman said.
cedure called for Allen to say
net
—
MOSCOW
The
Soviet
There were, at last report.
tip 0 1, below dam 301.6, up
something, then for her to talk
TWO CITED
three young men who will be news agency Tass reported that
0.2.
with radio procedure being usWhile stopping here on an industrial.
site inspection tour of the Purchase Area, the
Barkley Lake: 7 a m 355.4, receiving support during the two American warplanes were
entourage — Kentucky Department of
Two persons were cited by ed.
Comm •rc• officials and representatives of other
no change. below dam 302.1, coming school year They are shot down over North Vietnam
inMrs.
Valentihe
reported
.
dustrial-developm•nt
Department
that
Monday
and
a
the
third
last
groups
—
Murray
Police
Tuesvisited the Tennessee Valley Authority transformer.
down 0 1
Billy Steele of the Friendship
Pow•r,
and
the
call
was
plenty
a
great
of
suprise
to
it,
day.
It
plus
counted
yesterday
the total of
the cost, are among the first
and last night They
Sunrise 6 47. sunset 6 50
Church of Christ. who has been
considerations of any industry locating anywhere. Thai man on the far side of
American planes downed over were for reckless driving and her and that receiving it was
the automobile in center of picture is
Moon sets 830 pm
I recipient for some time, DanKentucky
certainly
Commerc•
a
highlight
in
her
the north as 3.177
life.
Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs (ha rid to
possession of alcohol.
eye).

KirkseTuPrtT.kpekHaears
Local Members Have Entries Max
In Purchase Beef Show Here At Tuesday Meet

'Case Tried In
Circuit Court

Tiimese sod
Ca-pm

Repair

53-1751

Marlow Cook To
Speak Here Friday

Two Car Collision
Occurs Tuesday

car:
1ntee.
420!I

Mrs. Sophia Smith
Dies Monday At
Nursing Home

Accident Is
Reported

Earl K. Ashlock
Now In County Jail

3 8850

Scholarship Fund Now Aids
Church Of Christ Students

Dry

Nee
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Lt. Allen Valentine
Calls From Saigon

Two Persons Are
Fined In Court
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THE LEDGER & TIMES First American Heroine

H-1:::::tmluf.narcan-w:n '--1-'-.ckl.Land British Statues Pay Pocahontas Homage
Ezr-c—
C. =Lumen, PITILAIIREll

thand Pads Inearnelistini
Today is Wednesday. Odd
with
211. the Sikh day of
VT to follow.
The soon is between its new
phone and first quarter
The morning star is Kars.
The evening stars are Saturn
and Venn"
On this day in history'
In 1513, Spanish explorer
Balboa crossed the isthmus of
Passim and became the first
known European to see the
Pacific (leean.
In 1789. the first Congress
of the United States adopted 12
sineedments to the ConsUtution — 10 of which were
Bed and become known as
Eill of &situ
In 1926, the Ford Motor Co
put its worhers on an
lour day — five-day
sebodude.
In Mak the Prime
cf Ceylon was shot by
sins and died the following day.
A thought for the day —
British
Bernard
playwright
WW1 Mice said "'The
tiddrds our fellow
OM it not to hate thew
'111 he indifferent — tides the
sosence of minimanity."

um

JAMBS
le MIZE UM
lee engem the right to reject any Aiihrertisizsg. Lettere to the INIkae, lersiten Especial* for Ceritrail
or 1Pablibe Voice item which. in our apionn. are not far the hag
Press and This Newspaper
ineleilet of our readers
ITS DOUBTFUL that any
BATIONAL REPREIZENTATIVIIII: WALLACE IIMLICR 00, lifi• toddler, picking up his first
lindleon Ave. Memphis, Tenn , Thor di Life Bldg_ New York. N.Y., hates, ha* ea school. has not
Stepteineon Bidg . Detroit. Sects
thrilled to ths mating story of
onsilloa Pocathe yeellg
▪
sd at the Post Office, Murray, Eentocke. far tranmaisann al hontas. Few msin the early
Second Class Matter
draory of air monitry,have had
.at ell earnests. Ilse
an
SallOCIRIPTION RAT= By Cartier in Murray. per yen Ric, pee ▪
inesth $1.10 In Calloway and adjoining ematies. par year. Milt young lady did dam alingldrondMaws 1 Is 2. $11.16. IDersissre $1111e. All Meths ealmeriptiems ISM ally to puldidoe Virginia than
haw done
new great
'Tha Chiseileading Cleft Meet of a Centhesitir
S.
Poeslaantas did it without the
Inilegrityof th Neewspapere
trinellt at a press agate in an
age whin people responded to
situations manding to the dicWICRIBRIDAY — SEPIMIESIElt M LOW
tates of their allselek
Great Britain was the scene
of her death. and the Braid
have paid tribute to the Indian
maiden in several ways.
By UNITED
INTICIINATIONAL
Far from the hunting grounds
WAIIIEDIGTON -- Sec Plubp A. Hart. D.-Midi_
ithartring that of her own people. Pocahontes is
of the colaimmuor,of ale Partite as
thief jastins of still remembered. She is bronze,
BRAM ere using new ieft tootles In their
beautiful. charming and Lifelike
thrsetthed
In a statue at the Tharneside
port of Gravesend Kent There
ernes roe as ironical that Senate conger
vatnes who Wahl outsade St. George a Church she
Jan in a filibuster would be In a
practical Beene using the aim wears an Indian costume and a
PL main as for exanmie the hippies and
the yippee they feather in her hair.
•
•
•
to ofI 111111dar
THIS IS Pocahontas as the
Low6ow - sespuaL Porte= Milner Mohnsoucl Rad.• British people remember her.
This wesuorial seollee esstside Si George's ON•fth
nearly 400 years after bluff and
the uminoc in the heelthe East:
is Gravesend,[ask psys horsey, is dem hems( Inbearded John Smith was cap"A new outbreak eat be expected in
dim giri who beame the vryfIe" ei loam Retie
the hileittle East of
tured and condemned to death
time We are clothe our best to deemed
our country but the tondos by Powhaten. paramount chief Las was taken by the settlers as
.on for the error.
is Mere and there is always the laithood
George's burned down in
of war until they (thot of Jamestown's Indian tribes. a hostage
broetis move from our territories."
Advised that Smith had died, tee year 1727, and was replaced
Pocahontas the chiefs daughter, threw herself between the the married John Rolfe who by the present building. The
executioner s cudgel and the later became the first English- princess is commemorated by a
WASH:MOTOR — Patrick Cardlnal CYBorie.
rebutting • asr- soldier of fortune. saving his man to successfully grow Lobar- tablet in the chancel which
tells
lisnade crimmtace or Roman Catholic
co in Virginia.
priests who want the life.
the story so familiar to Ameri~Ion of the Pope's ere-withal an
Smith
Pocahontas
later
John
became
adopted
birth control go
his
faith
can
children.
artist:en=
prien not even those who come
• • •
the Jamestown col- And accepted the baptismal
Into thistoN diocese fia. president
(exists council, and he v.-rote in name of Rebecca. She went with
other piecea hiss the right openly
OUTSIDE the church is the
to 0117P3ar that toattlthe
dir
the third person how "as many ftoife to England in 1618. and statue, similar to the one erectPope cc tc weaken It by suggestang
that Mere are drammandis as could laved hands on him" was received as a Virginia
prin- ed at Jamestown. Virginia, 10
ander whim it is not bonding
sod dragged him to two great • cess at the court of King James I. years ago and unveiled by the
• • •
sterilise which had been brought
then governor of the state. John
MADISON urn — A oast who
Povrhatan.
POCAHOINTAS then met S. Battle. Dogwood trees were
aPPtilrel otide In •*WIWI before
prtseastior. cif "Peter Pon." obiecting to
On these stones Smith "layei Cape John Smith again, and planted nearby as a remise:1er
the Mantes or the play
his head_ And being ready with 'many romanticists feel that the of the homeland of Powhatan'
-I car isadersene why people
are so upset about tt 'Me node
their clubs to beat out his , shock of discovering he was still daoghter
easess are -Very beairofot"
brans. Pocahontas. the king a; alive broke her heart Certainly
London remembers Pocahondearest daughter. when no in- her health deteriorated, and tar with a striking bronze nude
treaty could prevaile. got fir soon afterward she planned a i outside the offices of a publishnoise in her armes and laid her return visit to Virginia. One ! Mg firm in Red Lion Square.
own upon his to save him from version of the story has it that r In this statue, created by David
death"
she was actually aboard ship in McFall, her hair is braided dew"
• • •
the Thames headed outward for ; to her shoulders. In one hand
Asid hit add wind aim some ye
yourselves apsd Ids is Mud
SOME theorize that the 13- Virginia at the time of her i she holds a tobacco flower.
gloss. ad snit a shim —Mit
year-old Pocahontas was in tole death.
After Pocahontas' death, John
Ana mils us Is mg es mil as to wort.
with John Smith. In any case,
She was buried at the nearest Rolfe returned to Virginia_
she was a long-time friend Of port, Gravesend, where the reg- Their son, Thomas, came to
early Jamestown settiers. On a titer of St. George's Church re- America later and, through him.
later mouton the brought food cords the funeep4 of "Rebecca.
' several
distinguished
peen&
to the starving white men dun Wrolfe, Ws-Re of Thornaserolfe
kinship with the India"
ing Early winters of privation in Gent a Virginia Lady borne"
incess. Nancy. Lady Astor. in
LEDGIA•TIMES Ma
the neighboring community.
Her hueband'enaine was incor- one The second wife of Presieeei youy DIES - Red Foley
When the ailing Smith later rect, but their infant son wa_s dent Woodrow Wilson. Edith
iabovel. 58, famed country
hzray Sone Oollege haa enrolled
returned
England.
to
Pocahoncalled
Thomas
probably the Bolling was another
35111 seseheee for the fall F
and western singer, was
semester etinn
2511 more than the previous
MeiinwoOtnentof
found dead in a motel room
23109 set last year
in Fort Wayne. Ind.. where
Deaths reported today are
VIrgii Pena
Pie was appearing with the
lika Mena
Hamer. age Si
Grand CO' Opry. He apparbees Patricia Rae Hanel. daughter
of Mr. end Mrs. Paul Wayne
ently died of natural causes.
Ratan of Central City was maenad
to Bobby Lynn Key. am of Mr.
His daughter is married to
end Mrs Albert Lynn Key of Murray,
singer Pat Boone. Foley was
at the Pest Hapttat
"Juvenile fici..n has the disconcertAt the time of Mrs. Hackett's comp.
ctionds.
Centel City
the singer of the first gospel
ing habit of changing its audience.
1965, Freckles had sold over two million copThe Murray High Tigers football
song to sell 1 million copies
Some of the bestsellers like Freckles started
ies in hardcovers, a close runner-up to Lyteam is pictured today
'MeV
are T Sykes. Caraway. Parris.
as adult fiction,' Alice Payne Hackett re'Peace in the Valley."
man Frank Baum's The Wonderful •% bard
Brewer Henry Ferrell. George,
marks in her unique cyclopedia, 70 Years el
Christopher Vaughn, Copperas&
of Oz, Two other books of this Mrs Porter,
Rickman, Boaz. Beedera D BYkes,
Best Sellers (pub. by R. R. Bowker Co 1.
The Girl of the Lenberlosi anti Laddie, had
Miler. Nix. Orr, rouge Shelton
Mr..Keet Wilbszne Lee Plane;
Freckles, as many readers will remember.
sold around two million copies in hardcovers.
Wheatley. Parley. Herndon. Brantley
Rowell. Penner Dryers&
was the work of Mrs Gene Stratton Porter.
This is true also of Pollyanna, by another
Rose, H Weatherty. J Weatherly
Je frey. and Almainder
Mrs. Porter who, by coincidence, also was
born in 1868. The latter was Eleanor Hodgman Porter, a direct descendent of William
Bradford of Mayflower and Plymouth Pilgrim colonist fame.
Whereas Gene S. Porter married at 18 and
LEDGES di TUCKS MS
began publishing books in 1902, Eleanor
Hedgrnan married John Lyman Porter when
Harry Spares of the Education
Department of Murray Slots
24 and started publishing in 1907. The latOdium was the curet speaker at the
eneettng of the Murray Roney
ter s biggest success, which made Pollyanna
Club heid to the Murray Woman's
Club House.
a synonym for unshakably, optimistic and
J. P Furter. Edwin Greenfield
prudent girl, had its first edition in 1913,
Allen Rose. Hugh Flaw Charire E. °meter and Everett Jones were
when her popularity with adult I later juveinitiated lelto the
nile) readers had been established with "Miss
of the World Camp 592 at the
month?, meetten
Billy" Stories. Gene Porter's Freckles had
Mm Bogard Durua spoke cm
'Reading" at the meeting of Ole
been her second novel, issued in 1904; it was
Birtsey PTA held at the school A duet
was sung by Mrs. Odle
followed. besides Girl of the Limberlost and
and Mrs. Lowell Palmer
Laddle, with The Harvester, Michael O'llalMr and Mrs. Bruoe Tucker and
Ionia, A Daughter et the Laad.
daildren. Mike and Beth. of
Weatoogion,
She, i native of Indiana, laid most of her
see the guests of his mreher, Mrs K
A Tuokin
fiction in that State, where her professional
According
CZECH RESIGNS
career began as a photographer and naturalto the CTK news agency in
ist. Eleanor Porter. who was born at LittlePragu e. Czechoslovakian
ton, New Hampshire, was a choir and concert
Foreign Minister Jiri Hajek
singer, a Leacher, at Boston, before she took
above • has resigned. He
up wilting adult novels which, like the other
1411 Olive Blvd.
Mrs. Porter's works, won enduring favors
angered The Russians by
— FREE PICKUP and DKLIVEZY .—
among younger, more imaginative readers.
complainirig to the United
Tro 1 v F in Cleaning
Pismo 753.
—CLARK KINNAIRD
Nations about the Soviet in=
Nee Gene Stratton Porter In later years.
vasion of his Country. Preo She died in 1924, four years after Eleanor
mier Oldrich Cernik took
Hodgman Porter of "Pollyanna" story fame.
over the •'st
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FOLIAGE PLANTS
Largest
and Nicest Assortment
Greenhouse Fresh

=LNG IN TOUR PLANTERs AND LET
US
PLANT THEM FOR YOU

SHIRLEY CIARDEN GENII]
5118 N. 4th

733-1041

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
SN

W. Main Street

Phone 753-2121

•
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Prices Are
Falling
Down, Down...

•

wtctil‘t
VIII.

Give a Cheer
for All These
Big Buys!

is

710

55-lerer• home
57 Neat
59-CoMarmet
110-Ca4section
et facts
6 1.rash sus
63 nap
7-P.id mauve
611-6sown orb

•

AMID

SWIFT

69
$2.49
390

CATFISH
HAM
TURKEYS

Morrell Canned - 3 lbs.

Armour Broad Bywtsted

Co.

Field's Smoked

35
PICNICS
RON 59 WIENERS 390
PORE
STEAK 89( STEAK 490

Fresh

4

v 'V VVF

•

•

E
5M

ROUND

Swift Premium

2 POUNDS

VELVEETA CHEESE
99

tTERS

3-21121

IC'
•ae,',

HUNT'S

CATSUP

HICKORY

* FROZEN FOODS *

225

I"L

AfiT A yNk

CHASE & SA.NBORN

Catfish Hotel - I lb.
511.813LE3dAN

ving
•

PT

# 3"

-L9OYE

49t

I

19

1 29st
3,t1
49(t

BBEANS
aumm

MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR

Plain or Self alsIng

10°
29*
10'
_ _ _ _ 4/1.0O

LEMONADE
PIE SHELLS
WAFFLES
CREAM PIES

STYLE

Pt*

006
FOOD

RAGS -

DOG
FOOD

$199

White - Yellow
Devil Food

SCOTOWELS

5 Lbs.

363

390
"SOS

CAKE MIX

REGULAR,

KEEBLER

2 rolls
TRAIL BLAZER - z.s lbs.

COFFEE yc...Nit

SWANSDOWN

Poops Pink - 6-os.

19 I HAI YES

APPLE
SiJCE
SWEEf
PICKLES

29*

HUSHPUPPIES

-ornat

313

••

oR $1.00

1::P
G1:
(
F
:

27.745

ilv's

CRACKERS

,

1 Lb
19°

JELLy

3 '1

MIRACLE
WHIP cs—s 49‘

BUSH

06

KRAUT

2 3&

VIENNA SAUSAGE - 1IN
Wesson

ROLLS

39' OIL

TISSUE

Gl al7NiIsTCE

FREE

1 Cali

FLOUR

stin

from

TIDE
*

650
3 lb., 1 oz.
Giant Size

ore

S.MOry•tend rn10 *words 19(7 114 T 318S 107 fun%
teus • riles reripseern Ise* worth $1 5 ou or 'no,.
7 G ant Sip TO. bo•Os.
TIN mil ell the details rim mood.
Como 10 IN. et•r• tie Sot pow i.e.. row

411‘

44.7 39°

Yukon - 10 lbs.

e;Ionre 2W
SOUP
GREENS-2/1W

BUSH
TURN
MUSTARD

Get a 16-piece set of
Meladur'Melamine Dinnerware

15—

PECANS--3W

89'

CAMPBELL'S

NOODLE

SLOPPY
JOES 49‘

KENTUCKY AsANEL - 3-6..

T'ior trle ri

'FINE FOOD FOR FINE FOLKS'

K ELLY

"

7:7E DETERGENT 2W
CHICKEN

Ltott •

;OJAI

KRAYI

TUNA o%

69

FLAVOR-K1sf

MITER PATTER
COOKIES 39'

25

1 Lb.

U.R. No. 1

Red

PRODUCE

* *

- le lbs.

POTATOES
CELERY
SLAW _
LEMONS
CORN _

JOHNSONS
SO. 12th STREET — OPEN TILL 9 P.M.

49*
10*
19*
29*
3 tor 15*

990

j
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McDaniel Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Of If'odesboro Club

WEDNESDAY—ArPTEMBER.22. ggn

Mrs. Roy Cothran
Opens Her Home
For Circle Meet

Mrs. Buren Baker
Hostess At Dinner

PERSONALS e •DI
Fo

Mrs Buren Baker entertained with a dinner in her home Sharon Colson of Murray has
"Ground Beef' was the sub
on Hazel Route One an Sun- been demurred from the Henry
The Blankenship Circle o day.
County General Hospital, Pans,
Met of the lemon given by
the South Pliaassys&Grove UnitMrs Wayne Hardie and Mrs.
Guests for dinner were Mr. Tenn.
•••
ed Methodist Church m•t and Mrs. Elmer
Clinton Burchett at the Mot
K Lee and son,
Thursday, September 12, at Bill, Mr and
ins of the Wadeaboro HomeMrs. Marvin
seven-thirty o'clock in the even- Burchfield
makers Club held on Thursday,
and daughter, Bon- Novice V. Alexander of MurW•
ing at the home of Mrs. Roy nie, all
September 19, at twelve o'clock
of Frankfort. Mr. and ray Route Two has been a patCothran on Kentucky Avenue, Mrs.
noon in the borne of Mrs Bur,
Thomas Lee Armstrong, ient at the Western Baptist
Murray.
1
1 30C.
man McDaniel
Miss Frances Armstrong, James ,Hospital, Paducah.
Henry Armstrong, a* Mrs.
The leaders prepared and
Wesinseday, Sesseeseber 21
Miss Judy Kelso. daughter of, Mrs. Noel Buchanan read the Cordie Paschall.
Sixteen
Hardin William Parker o f
members
gen
attended
purpose
ed
food
from
of the program.
Neches day Machina will
recipes from Mr. and Mrs Glen Kelso, has
Afternoon guests were Mr. Kirksey Route One
the meeting of the executive
was dismissthe lesson sheets that consisted entered Murray State Univer-I 'Hungry ChildrenChi
theldre
he served at WOG at the CMpro
ngrom
USA"
siv
w
en
as
and
Mrs.
J. D. Rogers, Danny ed from the Western Baptist
of meat loaf rings, sloppy ices, sity as a freshman to major t he'
• sway County Country Club. board of the Kirkses Parentand
Don Rogers, and Mr. and
Hospital, Paducah, this week.
and stroganoff They also serv- in home economics Miss Kelso by Mrs. Bill Page and Mrs.
;Hostesses are Mesdames Bethel Teacher Association held at the
Mrs. Jessie Key.
ed tossed salad, hot rolls, peech was the recipient of many how, James D Erwin. The Scripture
lbellardson. chairman, James school on Thursday. September
19,
and pineapple chunks, choco- ors upon her graduation in the from Matthew 25:37-40, John
Baster Jack Persia L I.
late cake, tea, and coffee.
Plekley Kit Pool, John N.
1968 clam of Calloway County' 21:15-17, and Romania 12:21 was
Mrs, Buddy Anderson, presiread by Mrs. Tommy Jackson.
Twelve members answered High School.
7,=
. Wells Purdom, Sr.,
dent. presided during the busthe roll by naming their favor• ••
I
Miller,
and
L
li31D.
t
iness disease°s and invitations
The president, Mrs Buchanite month and why. Others preJohnny Kelso, eon of Mr and
were made for the September
IF.
.• •
sent, not previously mentioned, Mrs Glen Kelso, has enrolled an, presided at the business
general meeting
were Mesdames Clet Yount, at Murray State University. as session
•
Thersiley, Sepeember 26
Gustia Connor, Ernest Futrell, a freshman. He plans to major
Grove 126 of the Woodmen
Others present, not previousThose present %sere MesdamBaron Palmer. Lowell Palmer, in agriculture.
• ffl the World will hold its rely mentioned, were Mrs. Bob
es
•
Anderson,
•
•
Clarence
Culver,
Teddy
gular meeting at the Windless
Jim Washer,
Beane,
Hill, Mn. James Rogers, Mrs.
Bobby Locke, Lubie Parrish,
Max Hurt, and Autumn Ezell.
# Hell at seven p.m.
Jerry Stark is a freshman at Ted Cunningh
CARROLL VW, INC. i MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
am, Mrs. Jimmie
Jewel McC.slion, Billy Smith,
• lo 0
Mrs. Onie Young and Mrs. Y2n- Murray State UniversitY He is
Erwin, Mrs. Richard Nesbitt.
800 CHESTNUT STREET
I
dall Wrather were visitors.
•
Ttt (5021 7)3-8150
majoring in agriculture and Is rnd
• The Magazine Club will MIMI Waybuns Wyatt, J B Burkeen,
Mrs. Gary Cooper with the
The president, Mrs. Lowell • 1968 graduate of Calloway
;
the Murray Woman's Club Rudy Lovett Richard Armlatter
becoming
a
.new memPalmer, presided and the pro- County High School. Jerry is
• Neese at 230 p.m with Mrs. strong. Alvin Usrey, Charles
Coleman. Glen Gibbs, Cluries
gram of study for next year the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ber.
George L'pchurch as hostas&
ra
B.
.
Refreshments were served
was discussed The devotion P Stark.
illy Cnck, and James
•••
by Mrs. Cothran and Mrs. Jam•••
taken from Romans 1221 was
The Pan Hellenic Council Tucker.
es D. Erwin.
by Mrs. Autumn Ezell.
Miss Trudy Lilly is a junior
will have a style show at the
JACK CHASTAIN
Mrs. Clinton Rurchett read at Murray State University with
Sellroom of the Student Unies
WILL BE HERE
Miss CaHsy Hanle
the
minutes
Dues
School,
of
three
of
dollars
Murray.
each
the
will
She
major
in
is
Friglish
a
•
June
1968
and
meetminors
building at seven pm Clothe'
The C Row
County High'
and
graduate
collected
be
for
the
of
coming
biology
Murray
school
and home econorn.cs.
High
Chapter of the Fu
.— ng
SEM the in
The Cherry's will be San
Lure treasurer's report.
-# Wed by the mew pied..
year, All women faculty end
rC1on
wiii be .m
y,. daughter
LllIT
iesr co
Mirs
ss G
rstrres
ldri)ow
anacl School.
Showing-et New Fan
Homemake
rs
of
•
la
•
America
•
re'
The
staff
next
and
wives of men faculty
meeting
•the six sororities. The aikilain ----cently
held
its
Fabrics
Winter
for Luxurious Clothes
September
and
nanetnield
in the home of Mrs. Jim ing secretary of Alpha Gamma
Hite Susie Steele is a junior
staff are urged to attend.
.1t, sion is fifty cents per offer& and
a a a
Custom Tailored by
•
at Western State University,
o
r noenpW
• ••
mednesday, October Delta social sorority.
t
led the
Cha7.
ate
in
Ritarepeat
16
'
.ash
•••
Bowling Green. She is majorThe Alpha Department of ing
.
.tie)", .
..usia_
• The Zeta Department of the
- mg the opening rit
the
Murray
Woman's
Club
will
Miss Sandy Lilly, daughter of ing in English and history, and
1 Murray Woman's Cu' will
devotion,
The
which
centerMr. and Mrs. G. T Lilly, has Staying at the Western Towers.
have a dinner meeting at this have its noon luncheon at the ed around the theme of "Faith" years, district officer
for
Susie is the daughter of Mr.
club house at 530 p r
with club house with Mrs. Lucille was given by Carolyn Venable, years, and state officer for one enrolled for her third year M
,__, the medical school of Vander- and Mrs. Earl Steele, Meadow
Mr& Robert Baseman o Pads- Austin presenting the Prpgrara Cyndy Mather, Gayle Johnson, Year.
Cathy spoke to the "
This is your opportunity to see exclusive
"Trench Study Abroad".
el
hilt
University,
Nashville, Lane, Murray.
:
call as guest speaker I' 'sternal on
u,
Shirley Hays, Sharon Under- about the state meeting, em•••
Hostesses
are
Tenn.
J.
L
new- 'Styles
8
. . to V I11/V4 the clothing
Mesdames
Rober Raba
Melelem" '
wood.
and
Nancy
Robinson.
phasizing
importanc
the
•
e
of
tue
•••
Ronald Cooper, son of Mr.
G. B. Scott P k Heti,
.Dick Sykes, Vernon Stubble- Hasick.
industry's
largest
.
and most stunning
.
Secretary.
Mary
ing
Janice
MorFHA
opportunit
ies to de•
Hal Nance, son of Mr. and and Mrs. Rex Cooper, is a jun• field. Jr., A. H. Koppe tit Jim- William Barter, Leland Oven. ton. read the minutes,
•
crea- velop cooperation, leadership,
and
a
selection of elegant fabrics from around
ior
at
Murray
and
Miss
State
University
Cappie
.
Beale.
Mrs. Joe Smith, Minerva Drive,
:es Weatherly. and Frankiin
surer, Jackie Budzko, gave her responsibility, and friendship.
• ••
rho world. Remember the date . .
ri Turk
is a freshman at Murray State He is majoring in accounting.
report.
The
present
officers
•••
initiated
A rummage sale will be held
•• •
University. He is majoring in
There's nothing like it anywhere.
Crotty Mather, chairman of the 28 new members.
Enrolled as a freshman at
at the American Legion Hall
business and is a graduate of
Friday, September V
chapter
the
Kathy
mother
Stubblefie
committee
ld
.
entertainCORN-AUSTIN CO. INC.
1r The
Murray State University is DeMurray High School.
•
Calloway County Home- starting at seven a.m. The sale submitted the following names ed the group with a
humorous
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•
•
•
borah
Cooper,
daughter
is
sponsored
of
by
Mr.
the
Cumberr, makers Club will have its anfor chapter mothers and they reading entitled "Romance".
Miss Pamela Dowdy, daugh- and Mrs. Rex Cooper. She is
nual day with a trip to the land Presbyterian women of the were elected by the club;
HIS. Several FHA members presentter of Mr. and Mrs. Russell majoring in business education
'Land flea.ween the lakes and North Pleasant Grove Church. J M. Venable. Mrs.
Eugeae ed an interesting skit encourag- Dowdy, Fairlane Drive,
• ••
is a and is a 1968 graduate of Cal:Fon Donelson National MiliChaney, Mrs. Bill Stubblefield, ing degree wort. Those parti- student at the Ezell
loway County High School.
Monday, September
b
39
Beauty
- len Park Lunch will be serv
edMrs.Bob Morton, and Mrs. Coy cipating were: Cyndy Mather,
Murray Woman'sThe
Club
at Paris Landing State Park.
Garrett.
fticki Hopkins, Jackie Rudzko,
:The buses will leave the extees- will have its first dinner meetParliamentarian,
Jack- Kathy Stubblefield, EEsu Wata
1
Mg
of
the
new
club
year
at
six
office at
:11.1
nine alli" end re. n.m at the club house. Fred son, explained the point sys- son, Patsy Hopkins, and Ginny
*term al 2:12 pm.
.•••• .•••
:;chuiti, superintendent mur. tern sheets, and treasurer, Jac- Locke.
• ••
:
Wayne
exolained
Betts
introduced
the
dthe
ray
City
Schools, and members
Saturday, September 28
of the school Board will
he the ,get which was approved. Shit.- magazine drive to the club as
The Murray State University
urg.:lnY Hays. recreation leader, led their first money-making prokWornen's• Society will have a speakers. All members are
the group in a relaxer.
ject. President, Rita Chaney,
to
ed
make
reservatio
ns
Mimed
welcome party from two to ietely with their departmen t
The
president introduced adjourned the meeting with
Li*remi•M the Strident Union
,ifiss Cathy Harris, former of- everyone present repeating the
frBAIrsterYtrem tworto fear pro chessmen.
"Beer at Calloway for three creed.
▪ 4IF

w er
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Kirksey PTA Board Miss
Has Regular Meet SpeaksCathy Harris
At Meeting
Of Calloway FHA
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The next best thing to a new car:
a used car with0100% guarantee.
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PAM

SBASEMEN

55

LADIES

MENS

* SCUFFS
* TAILORED PAJAMAS
:
* DACRON-COTTON GOWNS
* NYLON GOWNS
* PADDED BRAS

* UNPADDED BRAS
* PANTY GIRDLES
* NYLON SLIPS
* HALF SLIPS

* COTTON SLIPS
* PANTIES
* JEANS
* KNIT SLACKS

Come see the cars
withthe come-closer look.

* COTTON SHIRTS
Sale 61.06
* KNIT A BANLONS
Sale $1.66-$312
* COTTON PAJAMAS
Sale $2.221
* PERMA-PRESS SLACKS
Sale PLS.
* SWEATERS ..
Sale Snag Men's al Berg
* SOCKS
Sale - 2 fee $1.60 - 4 tar SIAM,

Sale $1.00
Sale $1.90
Sale $IAS
Sale 1222
Sale 11$

CO
eel
Air

Sale 2 fee SLIM
Sale $IM
Se/it
Sale 51.44-51-91

use

BOYS

3-0X
* CORDUROY PANTS
* PER3IA-PRESS SLACKS
* JEANS
Perms-Pres Long Sleeve
* SHIRTS
* KNIT SHIRTS
4. CANVAS SHOES

Sale $1.44-$L98
Salo 264 to WO
Bak MN
... Bak RAS

.

Sale SIAS
Sale $2.09
Sees ilia a PLR
Sitie $1.99
$ale $1.64-$1.141
Sale 41.04-$11-44

HOUSEHOLD - Reg. OM

GADGETS

SHORT LENGTHS FINER

Sale 88

FABRICS

Sale -2 yds.'1.00

TOILET

I FACIAL

-

TISSUE

TISSUE _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Sale - box 24*

t"4

•

Sale - 10 for 41410
es

:

— FRIDAY NIGHTS ARE FAMILY NIGHT
S DOWNTOWN
Till 8:00 .. . for Your S.. • •In• Convenience

I;

MM.

0 •

SHEETS. 72x108

BATH TOWELS._.__
......ae Sale 11.00

'1.66

WASH CLOTHS

SIAS)

11111E10B

ii

Slight Irregular
SINGLES and FULLS

•
SLIGHT ilt.REGULAR

BED SPREADS
$2.88
Joormaris to

Heritage

To

Sate 10.

DRAPES
$344

Styles

$7.88

To

$
4
44

A

New top-of-the-line Olds 68 Delta 88 Royale,.
I
They're at your Oldsmobile dealer's right now.
Captivating cars like this all-new Delta 88 Royale
-youngmobile thinking in a big, beautiful package.
Sportier looking vinyl top-that's youngmobtle
thinking. Longer, easier riding 124-inch wheelbase
-that's youngmobtle thinking. So is the custom pinStriping. The side fender louvers. The no-vent

panoramic windows. To say nothing of a Rocket
455 V-8. They're all standard on Royale, along
with all the new GM safety features. There's
even
an ingenious anti-theft device to keep
your Delta
88 Royale your Delta 88 Royale. Stop in soon.
See all the cars with the come-closer look.
They're on display and waiting for you right
now.

Escape from the ordinary at your Oldsmobile
dealer
'
s:
011"01141410, Ninety-Eight,Delta 88,
1
.
4-4-2, Cutlass,Vista-C miser.
.

GM
•••

•

CHICKEN FILLED

PILLOWS
sale $1.00

SOFA

BED PILLOWS
sale $1 49
FREE COFFEE

THROW

RUGS

/
1
2off

SERVED IN BASEMENT FROM
6:00 P.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.

Slight Irregular

DIAPERS, Birdseye
GAUZE

'2.00
$244

.

KIDDIES...RIDE THE
MECHANICAL PONY FREE!

/
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•Demand crows Fast
For Recreation Land

slaon of Murray has
✓ed from the Henry
era) Hospital, Paris,

By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
•••

Alexander G.1 Murwe has been a patWestern Baptiste
iducah.

Iliam Parker o
te One was dismisse Western Baptist
Iducah, this week.

new car:
Varcintoe.
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Dessert Dish Only 1%

Yellow Sillslb.

CO
......

HIP Mr! PE i

HES

_ Box. Now0 C l•

SUGAR
RYERS
ai%

0

BACON llisrtYs it

5 lb. Bag

..

Bleach 1
2 gal
1
/

12 NIRO(

L

690

1 lb. Tin

e2i mcoanntse 3
4D,

FOR

1.00

Jumbo Scott

25

U.S. Govt. Inspected
Pork

First Cuts

CHOPS

lb.

59t Cut Up Chickens BREAST 49C lb.
, THIGHS 45C lb.
Lb. 79c
GS
39C lb.
Lb. 53c
15 lb.
BACKS & NECKS
Lb. 61 41F,SH LIVERS 69C lb. FRESH GIZZARDS 39C lb.
Lb.

Center Cuts
Shank Portion
Butt Portion

•

,

t
---55'TO ELS 3Z

Godchaux

Fresh Meaty

BABY F0OD

5 460

Gerh.er's

VA oz. Jars

Strained

VELVEETA 2 B.99'tocKTAIL
c
3
PEAS 2 29

D3e103 Mcoantse

Sale $1-00
51.44-$322
Sale $222
Sale 113.$11
Sale WU

•

BOX

•

CONO WOUNDED, CAPTURED - His hands manit( led, a wounded Viet Cong is supported by two members of the U.S. 101st
Airborne following his capture at Cu Chi, South Vietnam.
scene of a fierce battle the day before.

for

UR

Sale $1.11.1
Sale $2.10

▪

eillii
UR

303A FicGaiOs

4 ter $1.00

15Y2 oz. Can
With Beans

SPECIALS
Fresh Baked

Sale $L90
$1.00-$1.64
$1.44-12.44

•

Banana Bread - - - - - - - eacIVR
Almond
ligteem ake
each 89C

Del Monte

46 RI00

59
9t

t

FESTIVAL 'A Gal.

IVI
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WHITE GRAPES ,, 19
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190 Liberty oupon
Morton

hicken

Fresh

Del Monte #2 Can
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Jumbo Size

C

C

Crushed

miss Liberty

33e

l'A Lb. Loaf

Del Monte Orate

Large Head

:LETTUCE_ Potatoes
PINEAPPLE 3/1

U.S.Savings Bonds,
new Freedom Shares

-IE

10 lb. Bag

Ped DelitisES41114
1.69

( when held
Savings Bonds now pay 4.25(7
to maturity—and Freedom Shares (sold
in combination with E Bonds) pay a full
5q. The extra interest will be added as a
bonus at maturity.
And now you can buy the Bondi Freedom
Share combination any time—no monthly
commitment necessary. Get the facts where
you work or bank.

•

•

Cans

, Urea
DD
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NOW—Higher Rates!

•
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POTATOES
When you stack one U.S. Savings Bond
on top of another, it becomes a habit that's
tough to break and hard to beat. That's
because it's to,painless7just tell your employer or banker to set aside a regular
amount from your paycheck before you
have a chance to spend it. Sign up today.

REE!

1.00

U.S.

I;
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Cream Pies

ab

Our BaTery

0

5 49

MARTHA WHITE

0

mis

T.

Murray, Ky.

Chase & Sanborn

Sliced

.

'.

South 12th street

This Week's IRONSTONE Dinnerware Special

•
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needed just to have a picnic in
the neighborhood park."
Costs Up
Recreation land of all types
is a shrinking and ever more
expensive commodity, he notes.

NEW YORK (UP!) —.Nanning a family trip to the "wide
open spaces" of one of the naA,„ Lionel parka?
Better make it soon or you
ir
4010ity find a three-year advance
"While California's populareservation is necessary.
Most people find it hard to tion is due to double in the
believe that recreation land is next 17 to 20 years," he says,
disappearing at an alarming "demand for recreation will inrate. With the advent of addi- crease four-fold and the rectional leisure time families are reation land available to tne
giving more and more thought public is diminishing
to the mountain camping trip
or the boating adventure on the
"At the same time land on
e.
the market for private purIV what they don't know, how:these is increasing in value at
ever, is that in 1967 in Cali- the
rate of 20 per cent yearly
fornia alone 5,340 fanthies compared to other types of
were turned away from public real estate which is appreciatbeaches and parks on Labor ing at 10 per cent per year."
Day. During that same holiday
Other statistics support Raweekend 88,630 families were gan's contention.
campto
admittance
refused
ing sites in State Parks.
me second home market is
This information comes increasing in scope every year.
from Terence Ragan of Rec- "It is estimated that second
.reation Land Investments of homes will account for oneD Beverly Hills. California, a diseventh of all privately owned
vision of GWR Land Co., deal- housing units built in the U.S.
ing exclusively in recreation by 1970. This trend is evident
properties.
already. In 1958 only 75,000
Ragan is convinced "the second homes were built. In
whole concept of "getting away 1960 the total was 100,000. In
from it all" is going to change 1970 the figure will reach 250,-,
drastically in the next few 000. Some experts are predictyears. with emphasis on pri- ing that most people soon will
vate ownership.
be living in the country and
"Figures already show," Ra- keeping an apartment in the
fam1974
by
gan says, "that
city for business purposes,"
ilies wishing to visit America's Ragan says.
to
have
national parks will
make reservations three years
Increased family income is
in advance.
making the move away from
"There is little question that the city possible
for an inby the end of the 1970s, citi- creasing number of Amerizen visits to government owned cans, and growing leisure time
recreation areas will be ration- also is a big
factor, according
ed on the basis of one every to Ragan. He notes, too, the
five or ten years, depending on growing retirement population
demand. Statistics show that as a factor.
in 1985 reservations will be
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WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

WEDNESIDAYSEF'TEMBEJ2 25, 1988
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provementa in home laundry
NEW YORK 'UPI
equipment, the Cleanliness Bu.t.ed variety of and de- reau reports
' rr durable press
Virtually all leading brand/
fabric/
ought about related cm- now feature
models which in-
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elude the special cool-down furnishkigs treated with durscycles in washers, and the au- ble press finishes.
tomatic controls in dryers, reBoxing first became a Olymquired for optimal results in
pic sport at the 23rd Olympiad
laundering garmenta and home
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Why Pay More .. When You Cau Save EVERY Day
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CIS News
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Illeemeir Ream
Ilaiiimer Reeve
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AN* el MoMem
Oki Ceivel Woe
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•
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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' 2 'IN.. Cool as WM MOM
3 .1=sr:4 111P....."1:.°""
5 1.....""r== cos TWOMil1111 WWI
Surprise Wiener
NEW YORK tUPI) - TRU
lady or a television show was

Ni,

Gan*

*
Ford's 1969 XL tvioedisor Spot-I...Roof model displays all-new design including vender aide glass for cleaner lines and better visibility. -tn increase in the windshield's rearward slant adds to XL's
new
bock appearance. t grille-likv applique over the rear
bumper a. ••ell 112,a tunneled 'satellite (below)are two new features
for 1969.

CLIP THIS COUPON

=
w1siN Te Lire
Raw McCoy's
Oust Sliadwoo
*Maw
I terse UK./

It developed that her nusband. Fred, entered for Mrs
Kearns News
Hazel Hatcher. of Arvada.
0114WS
Colo He did it while purchasing a new sewing machine for
her. As a result, it was on the
NEW YORK (UPI) -Skirt
told she won a contest. she up and up and Mrs Hatcher won the Necchl all-ex- lengths will be moving downsaid she didn't enter the
penses paid trip to Italy for ward but slowly. Just-abovetest.
the-knee probably will prevail
for at least another year, polosibly two.
Fashion seers at Celanese
say the greatest impact of the
midi mid-calf i for the present will be coats for the young.
They'll' be worn with boots and
a short skirt. The maxi, Just
above the ankle length, will be
eatured in beach, patio and
at-home wear

*

L1STERINE
Ellis Germs
Keeps Breath Freer
for Hours'
$1.13
Value

ALK A -SELTZER
Relieves Headache ...
Upset Stomach. Tee
119c
25
Tabs
Valor

with coupon
Limit 2
BeCot 38, 19911

SCOPE

L:wo

I. III

Feel Your Best With These

Ill

PAIN RELIEVERS - SAY-RITE PRICED

Ill

Your

BAYER ASPIRIN

Choice!
or

BUFFERIN

66

III

Ill
Ill

BAYER

SAV-RITE
'
S

IS

II
if;

A '_;PIP IN

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT
PRICES ON HAIR NEEDS

TECH -AG r
LANGUAGL

:

28°
Coupon Oood Thru Sat, Sept 38

"

COMPARE

Ill
Ill

III

imo^stsiswer
ISO eS. - 5S

Vales

ill

16516 ASPIRIN
Net bet part aspirin:

YOUR CHOICE!

PEPTIIIISMOL

FASKET

a0mh CRANES CENTRAL PRESS

III
III

III
Ill
Liquid
For upset
lii
stomach, iii- III
otirestion.
iei
Oontrols
III
oommon
Ill
diarrhea
III
$1.33 Valor

Calorie Free,

Sugar Free
No bitter
after taste.
MOS.
11.19 Value
• 11141.•Ir. .0a.CP
•

9 PFII
SUSI1

III
-0-by CABLE -0,PAKROWAVE SYSTEM -communtc

ies of ifoliollbe metennas located
witiwn linrief- sight Oat relay
pow.iful flosTrw.radio carrier
beams Moe@ than 11100.Call miles
of U S microwave system' nerve
millions of piton*. TV and dote
ognals each would.

leos Members of an international student conference and the Students for a IternocraUc Scciety carry posters and a red flag as they leave the Coltunbia
University campus in New York City after occupying a building for .t meeting. Earlier
they scuffled with campus police

gpilinesITy cAmpus,

III

wor.41$8

otior employing a ser-

HIDDEN MAGIC - $1.25 Value - 8-us.
HAIR SPRAY
vo-5 - $2.33 Value
HAIR SPRAY
ADORN - 32-23 Value - 15 -as.

• le

LOSE WEIGHT AND EAT ALL YOU WANT!
3b-Day Supply
Chocolate - Mist
Vanilla

66

III
Ill

'1.44

PL

Ill
Compare Say-Rite
'
s Everyday Discount

HAIR SPRAY

'1.44

Prices on These Items for Those With
Complexion Problems .

GUESS WH

Your
Heir Color

Lotion

4-0a.

Ill

Choice!

• Li

ICE-O-DERM

III

PADS (50) or
SI 50 Value

ICE-O-DERM LOTION

-i-:-.:.;r- -'
.
'I -

.. .
.i•-•,. .r.i.".,:i.
-...,. , •".

$105
Value

;

SAV-RITE PRICED

96c

Stri-Dex Pads (75) 11.49 val.

99

Clearasil Ointment,'1.19 val.

88

Clearasil Soap, 35* val.

24

Cuticura Acne Tube

58

Phisdhex Lotion,'1.75 val.

'1.1

MEDIC - HEAVY MINERAL OIL
Taster.' - Oderime
49, Val,
Pint Sim

CLAIROL SUMMER BLONDE

DEODORANTS -DISCOUNT PRICED
kagular or IA•ne - $IAN Value

Ill

ene

5.

FRa

III

III

Secret Spray
SJS-ara - $1.21 value

'1.28
11.75 V.I. Arrid Extra

sou

SILVER CURL
Restores that natural look!

'1.66
$223 VAL

II

ROLLER PERM-BODY
Permanent for Roller Hair Styles

'1.88
$2.15 Val.

48.

- - - _ '2.
$2.75

LILT HOME
PERMANENT
... FOR THAT LOVLIER
LOOK!
REG - SUPER or
GENTLE
$2.29

-•

..•

BAN
ROLL-ON
DEODORANT

I.

U.

TONETTE
Far That Special Little Girl

•

Sr

tie

no

Old Spice Stick
4-oence - Mee Valor

TONI UNCURL _
Si, Easy To Use!

U.S.]
SH

490 Value - 26°

The gentle hair lightener kit. Lightens $128
gently, like the sun!
PAO Value

•

RIGHT
GUARD
by
GILLETTE

III
Wes Sim

EXTRA LARGE
4

Valise

'1.09 Value

III
'II

ill
III

te'v, •

*;•)Iriet:

III

ii;

SAV-RITE PRICED
U.

Ill

GIVE UP?

4th

Store Hours:

iii

-- 8:30-5:00

riday

Maple Sts.

•

•

IS

- - - 8:30-8:00
II
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ONLY TOTAL DISCOUNT CEN TER IN THE
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ALL NEW FIRE KING OVENWARE
FREE THIS WEEK 1801. COFFEE MUG
•_1
COUPON

COUPON

STOPES
FOOD DERAMMENT

FREE

-71
4711111711.1"..IP

Ni
III

WITH

BUYI

PURASE OF 6
1 1TAIESINDlio
colii

III

hese

E PRICED

III

ROAST

66e
Ill
UI

PKG. of 2

PILLOW CASES PKG. 11.49
PKG. of 1 12" x 108"
TWIN SHEET PKG. $2.59

-B1SMOL
quid

!I!
hi

1

Ill

lb

For upset
stomach, 11
digestion.
Oontrola
commm
diouThea
$1.311 V&A*

Discount hi
se With !I!

lb

2591

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

cHuck
ROAST

III
HI
111
Vabos

!I!
99.
88
_ 24 IN
_ 58
_ _ .1.1 III

WITH PURCHASE Of ANY IN PKG.
ITEMS STAMPS INCIDED

39C `ft*

SusalifICIRIBS
E
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
STEW MEAT
FRESH PORK
CUTLETS

III
iol

III
III
III
III

!I!

Ill
III
HI

lb
BONELESS

SAVE
(reg. 250)

JONATHAN

!I!

•
1

WHI

JUST-RITE

/

I
CHILI 131--oz.

49

*7:7"."'"

WESSON OIL —24bottle(IL 49
KRAFT
18 oz
`.
PRESERVES jo_r 2 f- 88
7 pun swum

BATHROOM

1

bag
ti

KRAFT

30-5:00 SI
30-8:00 Ii;
II

•

CROSS

gaffs 2 29
lbs
.••• Oslo New

kREA!!
N
V

;
r

SAVE lk
(REG 2901
2— ROLL
PAM

100 Li,.
•
2 lb box 99c

KRAFT ynyEETA
HYDE PARK 1_,A lb loaves
SSANDWICH BREAD 4 i- $100
FRUIT PIES PrFWIZEITN7 34100
PARKAY OLEO KRAFT 2 lbs it%

•

TISSUE
'

JEWEL 49C
MACARONI OR SPAG 1 oz. pkg.
RED

41h

III

P"'

/ SOFT WEAVE

MACARONI DINNER lbix<
tstl
WAFFLE SYRUP m9it.65
......

9.

32 ez jar

RICE KRISPIES KELLOGGS 10 oz. box 39c
POST
18 oz. box
TOASTIES
39C
COFFEE MATE
IL Of
COFFEE CRVM
690

""" \
cans
We reserve the right
Oil .11.11 11,10,
to limit quantities _
AA,411114
V`
N one sold to &peers

APPLES(

111

KRAFTMIRAC

lib
box

11119t•

990

./

TUNA CHICKEN OF THE SEA 6/2 oz can IC
COFFEE MAXWELIHOUSE 14 can 190
MAXWELL HOUSE
890
INSTANT COFFEE 6 oz jar

z

49'

teem soma

- _ _ 78

.....

CRACKER
•

•I.

66

&

MERIT

svarricgAT

IN

-

PEQUOTE
PLUS
MPS
FREE ooSTAQUALITY

with purchase and coupons maid to your home week of August 26th 1
REDEEM at COOPER-MARTM

PORK SAUSAGE v
U.S.B.A. CHOICE ENGLISH or
SHOULDER ROAST

1"

RICED

1

Percale Sheets
Pillow Cases

DOUBLE SHEET PKG. $2.99

• FIELD

Value

uS

111

FREE! 1800 OUALITY STAMPS

118(

. OIL

I 11 I 1

PKG. of 1 TWIN SIZE
FITTED SHEET PKG. $259 100
PKG. of 1 81" x 108"
FULL RAT SHEET PKG. $2.99
PKG. of 1 FITTED BOTTOM

RIN

no Valets
filPIRLN
irt ourpirtni

COUPON

11
°NlY
11

PORK

!l!

COFFEE MUG

you save 42c
Redeem at Cooper-Martin
Coupon valid Sept. 23 thru
Sept. 28, 1968

FRESH
PICNIC STYLE

Ilmor

Ww

ez

CASSEROLE ($1i.g1.9)

4,//

Sept 38.

o

with this coupon & purchase of one
=art size Candle Glow
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PALM MONT

Alou Is Giving Rose A Run
For The Money In Batting
Pittsburgh Pirates' 2-0 victory
By PROD DOWN
UPI Sports Wrfter
over the Cincinnati Reds Rose's
Suddenly there's a nice in average going into the final
the National League - one games of the season. is 3344
which could make Natty Alou a while Moil's is 3337
two-time batting champion and
Giants Clinch Locoed
coat Pete Rose 625.000
The San Francisco Giants
It all looked cut and dried
a few weeks ago when Rose clinched second place for the
was leading the NL in batting four straight season with a 54
by a mile and talked about be- victory over the Houston Asting the first player who was roe, the Philadelphia Phillies
not a star pitcher or a home beat the St.' Louis Cardinals,
run hitter to command 4100.- 2-1, the Atlanta Braves downed
the New York Meta, 7-4, and
000 a year
But now Alou, who won the the Chicago Cubs topped the
Ni. batting title with a .211 Los Angeles Dodgers, 3-2, in
average in 1996. is in a virtual other Nuking! League tames
tie with Raw for the lead and
In the American League, the
the two seem headed for the
Tigers defeated the
closest finish since 1931 when Detroit
Baltimore Orioles, 5-3, the
Chick Hafey won the crown '
Cleveland Indians downed the
with .3469 followed by Bill TerNew York Yankees, 52, after
Bottonsley
Jim
and
ry at .3486
a 5-1 loss. the Washington Seaat .3462.
:tors drubbed the Boston Red
It required four pieces in
Sox, 10-2, the Minnesota 1<vins
the percentage column to debeat the California Angles. 5-3
termine the leader after Tuesand the Chicago White Sox
day night when Aloe went 2topped the Oakland Athletics,
for-4 and Anse 0-for-3 in the
5-1.
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lifStanley Can Play Short
:ikaline
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"I want to get out of this
t -ovn " said Rose after Tuesday
Light's game "We can't get
that title guy out. He's made
36 hits against us this semon.
That's like 324 in a season If
he hits like that against the
whole leasue"

says. "There's a 50-50 chance
By VITO STELLIPIO
Rose's ambition to become a
Stanley will play shortstop in
UPI Sports Writer
$100.000-a-year player is almost
the series."
; The jury is still out on
Elsewhere in the American predicated on winning the
3fickey Stanley experiment
routed lag title. He's a swell ballplayLeague, Washington
the guy waiting for the
Boston, 10-2 Cleveland beat er, the most famous "Charlie
diet is Al Kahn..
Stanley. shifted from center. New York. 5-2. after losing the Hustle" in baseball and all the
to
field to shortstop this week hi first game. 5-1. Minnesota topp- rest. And yet he's unlikely
.
Manager Mayo Smith so he am ed California a.s. in Hi inn get the $35.000 raise he needs
unput Kaline back in the del- ings and Chicago beet Oakland. to reach the $100.000-level
less he has the NI. batting title
..field for the World Series. play- 5-1. in 12 innings.
as a bargaining point.
ed errorless ball arid collected
In the National League. ChiMays Homers
a hit. scored a run and drove in cago edged Log Angeles, 3-2.i
one as the Detroit Timm sop PINthergli blanked Claelnnati.1 Willie Mays drove in three
runs with the 586th homer of
ed the Baltimore Orioles.
2-0. Atlanta beat New York, 7- his career and a two-run bunt
Tuesday night
4. San Francisco topped HousStanley, who made two er- ton. 5-4. and Philadelphia edg- single for the Giants, who once
again will finish second under
rors there Monday night in the ed St Louis., 2-1.
Manager Herman Franks. Frank
'first game of the Baltimore terBIB Freehan hit
pitching in relief of Ray
Linty.
hest
games
the
of
one
les is
homer during a threerms
1ielding centerfielders but is fourth inning to pace the Tig- Sadecki, raised his record to
the first to admit he isn't com- ers past the Orioles. Mickey Lo- 9-&
Gary Sutherland singled with
fortable yet at shortstop.
lich allowed six hits in six inn- two out in the ninth inning to
"The worst part of this ian't ings to gain his 17th win.
drive in John Briggs and give
by fielding. it's not being able
kiSc.
Stettlemyre Take,. Win
the Phillies' Jerry Johnson his
to relax out there." Stanley
twoa
hit
Frank Fernandez
fourth win.
taid.
run homer and Mel Stottlemyre
Hank Aaron and Tommie
Ns Decision Yet
his
ter for
Aaron combined for five hits
Smith. who won't commit pitched a four-hit
as the Yankees top- and Denis Johnson hit a twohimself to any decision, only 21st victory
ped the Indians in the first -run homer as the Braves dealt
taepeereeweemeees--s;maeo.aii • pile But Max Alvis drove in Met rookie Jerry Koosman his
two runs and Lou Johnson scor- I2th loss against 18 victories.
ed two as the Indians came back ,The chief result of the Atlanta
•
to win the second game.
victory is likely to be that John
Ken McMullen collected three Bench of the Reds will be votsingles and scored four runs ed the NL rookie of the year.
Ferguson Jenkins won his
By United Press I nt•rnatl*"'s' and Brant Alyea chipped in
with a double and triple and 19th game for the Cubs as
Nations! League
drove in two runs as Washing- Adolfo Phillips hit his 12th
W. L Pct.
ton routed Boston. Frank Bar- .homer and scored another run.
x-St Loins 94 64 .566 - tains. 7-13. went seven innings
and allowed just four hits to
San Fran 86 72 544
Cincinnati 81 7'7 513 13 pick up the victory.
Rod Carew hit a two -run ,
80 78 506 14
Chicago
Pittaburgh 80 78 506 14 single with two out in the 10th
ao 78 506 14 to give the Twins the triumpli •
MUM.
'74 84 468 20 over the Angels. The victory
Los Ang.
74 se 488 20 went to Ron Perranoski, 8-7.
3Dp 10
Ken Berry singled to snap a
New York 71 87 449 23
24
a
start
lig
AMIN ICAN
1-1 tie in the 12th and
70 88 443
Houston
A 11 14 Pct.
POTS, CNN
four-run rally as the White Sox Et7
.547 .301
1,11 .52i1 II 11
71 gie
:
1-Clinched Pennant
.3,10
beat Oakland. Wilbur Wood
Tuesday's Results
rejll SIN 4.5 143
Deo
W.Nortee
2
the
for
Angeles
eighth
the
pitched
Los
3
claims°
41N 51 1N1
Mi.1E
1 570 77 141
"MM
ort
.14r="1
Prighabergh 2 Cinci 0. eight • White Sox for his 85th appear- C..goene,16
1 653 54 172 .776
Ng
night
ig
317 43 ,41 575
4,
oo
C
e
York
Devellh
a
record.
ance,
Atlanta 7 New
319 75 142 .574
K.Nerreisee 1144
5514$ 55 177 .272
White NY
San Fran 5 Houston 4. night
i
Hart3ot
s,47s.43;s
:
F 1444:rd.u.WriggeNc
Phila 2 St. Loins 1. night
KENTUCKY LAKE
Teday's Prelsehie Pitchers
&MON. 20; Cite. Detn3.1, 24;
LEAGUE
BOWLING
at
Is
Frogoe. De telt. ltssis
Cincinnati. Maloney 14-10
Monday, Sept. 23, qiia
K.Itorreison. llosten. 10e, F Newoord.
Pittsburgh, Ells 6-4, 8.05 p in
efeigengton. 105; 140,11.4.4e. Ootme. VP;
L
W.
Standings:
W.Mert•n, MIMIC IS: Powell. gamma,.
San Francisco. Marichal 26-81 Team
1
115.
11
Martin Oil
at Houston. Giusti 10-14. 8:30
10 2
Bank of Murray
/4cL An. Detrett 31-4. .ner Cele. gotten
p. m.
8 4
Lodge
Tient. Cloyeloge. 70-4 NO.
New Yorrii, Seaver 15-11 at Murray
1'mere. Si.'.,,. 5-7. .482,
5
3
Jerry's
p.
8-05
tottleggre. 51.10. .677
Atlanta. Pappds 12-12.
NATIONAL LgAgUll
5 3
mak
T. V. Sersiee
"
AS S 14 P0.
Neer Pia
m.
144 04 51 703 536
7 5
111 534 St 179 /33
MAW _Pp
Philadelphia. Short 16-12 at
643 711 754
155
7
5
land/stye
144 SO 70
J1;
St. Louis. Briles 18.11. 9 p in
Alrggl“Ci
Business ____ 3 9
of
School
it.
141 505 71112_mg
OW
17
at
13-15
Singer
Angeles,
Los
$1NA
____ 2 10
Kitchen
Country
:
p.1
A
1
:
4
05
17
Beckso
2-30
15-10.
Hands
Chicago.
143 157 75 145 .291
'AcCcnetv SF
0 12
Colinal Bread
44111an AN
144 ISO 0 13, 711,
115.
34.4141.441 All own ils5ssIt2 51 171 Uf
High Game Scratch
Thursday's Games
213 gACergr. sae soincisce. n tines,
A. Horkay
No games scheduled
213 IVIca
‘30..4.1
J. Washer
l "
".
fIltrref' &Voge
210 Atlanta. X.". Rana waned le
L Dixon
American League
McCogoev. folbP F•onclsce. 102; g WIgleng.
209 Chicago.
06: Pro. CInchwerg. 91; Same.
W. L. Pct. GO S. Neale
PItteberge, is.
CONN*. lg. C
Nigh Three Oemos Senikh
.646
56
102
-Detroit
x
IS
579
_
Neale
J.
12'4
.566
69
90
Baltimore
PINslourilt. 17-S. 775;
561
L. Dixon
Fi4 74 .532 18
Boston
555
Hodge
G.
N ;.4,5:ir
1""1!*
18
.532
84 74
Cleveland
3167
Sr.... clikage.
High Game VOIC
New York 81 77 .513 21
241
A. Horkay
79 79 .300 23
Oakland
237
J Washer
7'7 81 .487 2.5
Minn.
RANGERS SIGN
235
F. StaLls
36
.
418
92
66
Calif.
YORK th - Defense
NEW
HighThroe
65 93 411 37
Chicago
624 seen Arnie Brown and Jim NeilHighR. McNeely
39`i
395
95
62
Wash.
__ 621 son signed their 1988-69 conG. Hodge
x-Clinched Pennant
616 tracts with the New York RangStalls
F.
Results
Tuesday's
ers Tuesday, bringing to 19
Sec-Treas
Arndt.,
Te
1st
New York 5 Cleveland 1,
the number of Rangers signed.
Cleveland 5 New York 1, 2nd
Orland Kurtenbach. suffering
Detroit 5 Baltimore 3. night. ,
from strained back muscles, is
TITLE BOUT
NON
Washington 10 Boston 2. nig/ft- AKRON %TT - Nino Benven- expected to miss the National
Chicago 5 Oakland 1 12 inns uti. world middleweight cham- Hockey League club's two preMinnesota 5 Cal* 3. 10 inns pion, will meet Doyle Baird of season games this weekend in
Today's Pjssbikls Pitcher%
Akron in a 10-round non-title New York.
Chicago. Nyman 2-1 at Oak fight here Oct 14
,
land. Hunter 13-13. 11 p m
Benvenuti has signed for a
GOWDY NAMED
- Minnesota. Stephen 0.1 at $20.000 guarantee and all exNEW YORK int - Curt
California. McGlothlin 10-14 or penses
Gowdy has been
named to
Messersrnith 4-1. 11 p m
handle NBC's World Series teleBoston. Culp 155 at Wash
cast between the St. Louis Carinet,in. Hannan 105 8 05 p m
STROMIIIIIIG INJUIED
Detroit. Hiller 9-5 at Balti
NEW YORK sin - Lineback• dinals and Detroit Tigers_
Tony Kubek will handle onmire. Phoebus 15 14 13 p m er Mike Stromberg ivas placed
developments while
Cleveland Tiant 209 at New on the inactive list by the New the field
veteran announcer Harry Caray
l'ork Bahnsen 16-11 2 p m.
York Jets Tuesday
Thursday's Games
. Stromberg suffered torn li- will assist with the games playCleieLind at Baltimore night gaments in the Jets 47 31 vic- ed in St. Louis and George Kell
Detroit
ionli game% scheduled
tory crier Ruston last Sunday Will help

Murray's Newest and
Finest Men's Store
this
Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
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BE SURE TO REGISTER FOR

PRIZES
1st PRIZE $65 STYLE MART SUIT

• Lwu tqL

2nd PRIZE $55 BARDSTOWN
Sport Coat & Slacks

SPORTS
ENSEMBLE

Open
Friday
'Til 8:00pm

FREE REFRESHMENTS

Nizagballi
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to fil
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/ece,:i Will Feature Famous, Nat)nally Known Brands
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Hart Schaffner & Marx
Style - Mart Clothes by Merit
Bardstown Traditional Clothes
Rem Shirts * Catalina Sweaters
Higgins Slacks * Puritan Sportswear
Swank Jewelry * Beau Bnimmel Ties
SUITS SPORT COATS
TOP COATS SLACKS

All Brand New Merchandise In A Braid Spanking Newly Re-modeled Store
op
For Men AND Young Men, We Extend A Special Invitation To
The Ladies To
Stop In And
look Us Over
This
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
Murray, Ky.
510 West Main
SATURDAY

...and The Stag Shop
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Built-In Jobs
In New City

•

•

•

Bottoms

TOOLV

NEW YORK (UPI) — "The
LITCHFIELD PARK,
Ariz. Bottom-Up Window Shade—
(UPI) — Most peopl
e in this a New Decorative Look," is the
"new
town" near Phoenix title of a booklet Just produ
ced
won't have to leave town
to go by the Window Shade Manuto work.
facturers Association.
The designers hope to
The association explains
prothe
vide Jobs for at least
half the how of such shade installation
residents in the new town
The bottom-up shades are
a
itself, to reduce commu
ting and boon to homemakers who wish
give people more time
to
contr
ol
sunli
ght
to spend
without
on their own individual
sacrificing the sview or their
interests Litchfield Park is
privacy. They can be instal
led
planned
at the sill level or from
as a balanced commu
nity for
the
floor.
75,000 to 100,000 peopl
e; it will
offer all the facilities
and services called for in a
town of
that size, in an
environment
designed to be as
attractive
and convenient as
possible in
an urban area.

Exaggerated Report
BEARWOOD, England I upD
—World War I veteran Thom
as
Landreth, 71, was a bit surprised when he read in a magazine article about his "hero
ic
death" during the battle of St
Quentin in 1917. He wrote to
the editors of the Worcestershire
Regimental
Magazine
asking them "to resurrect me."

BALLARD sr PILLSBURY

It

=6.

NABISCO

OREO OR FIG NEWTONS
FRAZEN FOODS

WHITE HOMINY
mimplum 3 etir 25°
U.S. Choice

CREAM PIES _ _ 3 for 710
Frosty Acres - 12-oz
ORANGE JUICE
37*

BUSH - 144-"

Freely Acres - 10-oz

Chuck
Roast

GREEN PEAS _ _ 2 for 35*
Garden Delight
FRENCH FRIES °2 lbs. 29*
Freely Seas

FISH STEAKS
Alaskan Smelter*
JUNEAU, Alaska (UPI r —A
new, colorful 24-page booklet
titled "How to see the real
Alaska" can be obtained from SOAR
POINT -Pilot Robert
the Alaska Travel Division, Courte/ test
pilot for TexPouch E, Juneau 99801. In- tron'
Bell Aerosystems Co..
a
- eluded are sections on each of
rs through the air on a
Alaska's main regions, detailt-powered "pogo stick"
ed maps, photographs and
during tests at the Space
beciatround on the state's
ography, transportation. *- Center, Houston, Tex Such
pie, sports activities encl.' spe- a craft may be used by astrocial events.
nauts on the Moon.

Freddy Acres

CUT CORN

2 lbs. 89*
b.( _ _ 39

CENTER MTh
493

Alma

lb

Diet Food

APPLE SAUCE

s Ora

GSA

59,

hort Ribs

Shoulder Roast

•
OYSTERS

Lean, Meaty BEE
F

* U.S. Choice *

16-es.

BULLHEAD

39!
WIENERS
37c

FIRST CUTS

MONARCH

25

•

6i 49'

BisOults
Food Bargains At

Morten All for Milk
LOS ANGFISIS t UPI/ — It
required More than 51 tons of
o• hay, grain and water a
to supply one dairy cow
producing 14,000 pounds of
milk during that period, acig cording to the United Dairy"' mens Association

•

WEDNESDAY--8EPTEMBER 25,
1968

UP

Riverside - All-Meat

lb

aTOKELY

CUT BEETS
2 F°., 29°

GRAPES

13-4•1.,

Fresh

SARA LEE

ROM!

Grown

PRODUCE -lb. 19*

SQUASH

BOILING or

2 lbs. 25*

Calif Alley

LEMONS

•

BEEF

DIDN'T USE HIS MORSE SENSE It took 50 persons three hours
to fill a 12-foot deep dry well with gravel so this 5-year-old
Palomino could get out after falling into the hole in Lynnefield. Mass. His owner, Karol Keating, comforts the horse.
The gravel cost her $62.

RED POTATOES _

20 lbs. 69*

APPLES

4 lbs. 49'

Cooking er Eating

Yellow Sweet

ONIONS

BRISKET
151-es.

24-lb. can

LARD

2.99

!

RAMA BLENDED - 18-os. Glass

Pineapp

juice:ZU
Del Monte

Red Cross

Store

Macaroni &
Spaghetti

APPLE JELLY-- 3/s1°°
lummommimmw

SOAP

LIMIGEML

7-es.

10c 325
FLAVOR-K1ST 1-1b. box

CRACKERS

29c

2-YEA11-01.0 GENIUS Prof. Harry Dym of New York'City
Aches Ni.itthee, Marcus. 12, woik an advanced
college
calculus problem on a btaekbisird The ymingeat student in
the college in this century. Matthew will major in either
mathematics or physics or hoth

3 lbs. 19'
Reelfoot Pure

29

Vietti

doz. 29*

No. 1

SOUP

MARTHA WHIT%

FLOUR
RIlEY
F;i
4 NA

4go
RIVERSIDE

SAUSAGE
age
3-Lb. hag

SAUSAGE

•
:r.1561.40,41114
.0011110*

•011

_
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H. PORTABLE
TV

...OUR'THANKS FOR YOUR
OVERWHELMING RESPONSE TO
OUR ANNIVERSARY- SAtt
* * PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2t-qh

1-Lb.
694

Can

MRS. ANNE PISA
1413

VISIT
Rabbit
for pl
packaa
miles
753-18I

W. Stain Street
Starrsy, Kentucky

I.G.A. MEATS

811
laspona

* *

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

=AC
viee, 1
M
Lynnvi

PORK
CHOPS

unity. .1

REP
PRE
A
Prop
!Usenet
lobe
partme
wealth
Novem
1968, c
time.
BAN
Main S
Nam
ere SS
Pays
ployme
ed By

Center
Cuts

MIMES.

1.6.A.

Twin Bag
Potato

12
Soft

Field's
oz. Can

WIENERS

49'

12

'
:
1
One Quarter Pork

'CHIPS 39° DRINKS $roo
59of
LOIN
DRINK Wesson OIL
45t RIBS
idt90
CRACKERS Nabisco trCHEISE
190
Fs 10 1.00
STEAKS
HI C

Sliced
as
Mixed
Chops

AUNT JEMIMA

Fruit

Pancake

ORANGE-GRAPE.

Pound

Country Style

MIX
with Free Syrup'

ORANGE/PIN

In ac
Statute
25.200:
theta
merit o
SoltLieber
the eel
Dec'd.,
and I
aPProvl
unty C
to Ile 4:
person
eeption
or bet°
Octot
ever 1:N-A
Witra
day of

Back

24-0s.

1-lb. box

LtA.

Tropi-Cal-Lo
Orme

I.G.A.

I.G.A. TABLERITE

45

FOOD
Gerber

290
,9

PARKA Y

(RITZ TTER)

CLACKERS
1.00 390

Box

S-Os.

Ib

5.1

490 '
I.G.A.
t

Trial Size

tiliitE
al

All Brands

BISON

990

100

GOO-COO
CLUSTERS

VEGETABLES

CORN GRAPES
5 390

ears
WHITE COBBLER

POTATOES

Biscuits

FROSTY ACRES

BLACKEYE PEAS
PURPLE HULL PEAS
GREEN PEAS

11
/
2-16.
Bag

39

Nancy I
Estate (
apA
pro
ndvvt
lie o

4cePtion
o
toPerimun
r befoi
Octobf
be
ever
Witne!
!
day of
B3
C.c

B

Lb

20

100

bag

790

YELLOW DELICIOUS

FRESH

I'kt of

* CUT CORN

Frozen

of sem

p.

OCEAN SPRAY

80

that
251n
.200::

RED

YELLOW

Jar

GENERAL MILLS

•Statutes

2-oz. each

Choc. Chip

MARGARINE

CRACKERS
2

FROZEN

COOKIES

CRISP & GOOD

12 oz

Box

BABY

11
rts.

Bett le

a - Lb.

Flavor-Kist

DRINK
2
89

I

2-1b. box

IllettLe

APPLES
29 4 it -49

Cranberries

1-1b.
Pkg.

REMEMBER — IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS
OPEN 14 HOURS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAY
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1967 BSA HORNET motorcycle,
Rotardod Melodic'
LOST
POUND
650-cc Twin carb motor, 800
actual miles. One *weer. Call LOST: Brand DOW 15" pick-up By Outdoors
E S T LANSING, Mich
753-8351.
S-28-C spare. Between Murray-Mayfield tljrj) -- Mentally retarded
or on old Murray-Paris Road. children are often helped when
$5.00 reward. Call 753-2817.
their classes are moved outHELP WANTED
S-15-P doors, a college professor has
suggested
OPENING SOW The Hdr.
WANT SOMEONE to come in
Dr. Ronald F. Kingsley of
NOTICE
NOTICE
dresser
W
the
Roberts
BuildUSED FURNITURE BUYS: 1- end day with invalid, one
In accordance with Kentucky REAL /STATUS FOR SALE
day kw M 202 South 811 Striedt. Kent State University in Ohio
SALE
FOR
Three piece bedroom suite, a week. Call 482-3485.
says outdoor education stimuELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
S-36-C Anna Rule, omen end
operat- lates mentally retarded chilJenny lind type bed vanity,
vice, Box 113 Murray, Ky., C. 25.200: Notice is hereby given
LAKE FRONT and subdivision MODEL 25 North West crane. four
or.
5-26-C dren by allowing them to feel
W. Sanders. Phone 382-3178. that a report of final settle-drawer cheat, walnut fin- CURB WAITRESS, apply in per.
lots on Kentucky Lake, Buena- with 70 ft. boom, back hoe and
at Jerry's Restaurant.
and understand their environish, $35.00; 1-Kroehler swivLynnville, KY.
MARGEE'S
Oct.-12-C ment of accounts was on
BEAUTY
Shop, ment. He
Vista Estates, Sherwood Shores, shovel front. Murphy diesel OMsuggested more campS-25C Highway 80, Hardin,
Sept. 23rd., 1968 filed by Fort Leisure Subdivision. See gine. $6,000.00. Call 726-8238 or el rocker, heavy gold nylon
will open ing trips
and park visits for
VISIT THE HIGHLAND Oaks Groover Wood James,
cover, $17.50;
1-Mahoeany WANTED for immediate em- October End. Linda Deems such
Geerd- or Call Ed Greenfield, phone 726-7878, Russellville, Ky.
children.
Rabbit Farm. Domestic rabbits ian, for Edwin Earl McCormack.
corner table, genuine leather ployment,
-26-C
operator.
S
Call
437-3700 or 427full time carpenter.
753-3748.
Sept. 26-C
Lop, $15.00; 1-Three-piece bed- Year
for pets, breeding stock and a Minor,
round work. Call 753-8280. 5672 for appointment. From
mo1968
Trailer,
TWO
-HORSE
packaged meat. Follow signs 5
room
group,
NICE
home
5-ROOM.
about
5
like
new, Danish
and that the same has been
5-26-C October 2nd to 9th our $12.56
5-274 modern style, double
miles north of Murray on 641. approved by the Calloway Co- miles east of Murray on black- del. Call 753-3123.
Permanents will be $10.00.
dresser,
753-1861.
bookcase
WANTED:
Oct.-18-C unty Court and ordered filed top, electric heat, fireplace, TAKE soil away
Waitress, six daye
headboard and matchOct-1.1-C
the Blue Lustre ing
night stand, $49.00; I-- a week' also weekRilds.
carport, good well on acre lot. way from carpets and
upholI WILL NOT be responsible for to lie over for exceptions. Any
Modern style occasional chair, lance prederred, but not DOCCII$10,000.
stery. Rent electric shampooer
BOY FOR PAPER
any accidents or injuries to person desiring to file any exbrown tweed, $15.00; 1-Thirty Nary. Kentucky Lake Lodge
NICE 3-BEDROOM home with $1. Big K.
S-28-C
anyone that is treapassing on ception thereto will do so on
ROUTE
inch rolle-way-bed. Heavy coil Restaurant, Aurora, Ky., Phone
2 baths, electric heat, good well,
before
or
INSURANCE & REAL
my property in Calloway Co474-2259.
Eicellent
garage,
utility
spring
house,
small
stock
1966
TRIUMPH
Spitfire.
opportunity
Call
5
construction
October 28th., 1968 or be for, innerspring
27-C ESTATE & MORTGAGE
unty. Johnny 0 Collies. 5-27-P
barn, paved road, on 3 acres 753-1382 after 5:30 p. m. See mattress, like new, $25.00; Ifor boy in College
ever barred.
WANTED Experienced painter.
WAYS
S-25-P Double dresser, Walnut finish,
Courts area.
Witness my hand this 23rd about 5 miles north of Murray. at 1107 Poplar.
REPORT OF PROPERTY
5-27-C
$21,000.
sox drawer, Danish Modern Phone 753-5560.
day of Sept 1968.
PRESUMED ABANDONED
SALLY'S
in-laws
coming.
She
Apply at
style, like new, $29.00; 1-Nine STOCK AND delivery
NICE 4-ROOM home like new
SPANN & WILSON
By D. W. Shoemaker,
AS OF JULY 1, 1968
man. Apdidn't fluster-cleaned the car- by twelve
blacktop
on
neer
church
and
205
S.
4th
Axminister
ply
County
Murray,
Court
in
rug
Ky
Clerk.
writing to P. 0. Box
and
Property held by individuals,
grocery. 2 acre lot. $8,500.00. pets with Blue Lustre. Rent elec- pad, beige and green leaf de- 426, Murray,
Calloway County,
financial or other institutions
Ky,
5-28-C
TFC
tric shampooer $1. Western Au- sign, fair
GOOD
-ROOM
5
home
on
acre
condition,
Kentucky
$15.00; 1to be turned over to the Deto Store.
S-28-C Full size poster
-about
kit
miles
west.
5
Full
bed, old ivory
By Dewey Ragsdale, D C
partment of Revenue, Commonbasement, fireplace, good well, NEW fashion colors
ITI'
are Sue's antique finish, fine class conwealth of Kentucky, between
carport, on black top near gro- delight. She keeps her
dition,
$25.00, Diuguid's Furnicarpet
November 1 and November 15,
NOTICE
cery. $9,000.00.
colors bright - with Blue ture Co., 406 Main Street, S-27-C
1968, if not claimed before that
In accordance with Kentucky GOOD 4-ROOM house on 2 acres Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer
time.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and wed of Lynn Grove. bath, small $1. Tidwell's Paint
Store.
BANK OF MURRAY, 4th te
UFtE BLOODED Seal Point Sia25.200: Notice is hereby given Mock barn, near grocery $3,S-28-C mese kittens, female, very loveMain Streets, Murray, Kentucky
that a report of final settle- 500.00.
Name, Address, and Amounts ment
ONE-YEAR-OLD brick home in ALMOST NEW Tappan 400 able. Call 753-7444 after 5:00
of accounts was on
are as follow,:
S-26-C
Sept. 23rd., 1968 filed by Greve Heights Subdivision, 3- Move, white. If interested call any day.
Payable To: Mighican Em- Milton
Walston, Administrator bedroom, carpet, nice kitchen, 489-3635.
S-26-C 30" RCA Whirlpool Gas Range
ployment Sec. Comm Purchasof the estate of Wm. G Wal- large bath, carpet, lot 105' x
ed By. Vernon Elkins, $43.00.
1963 HAftLEY Davidson motor- with "Burner-with-a-Brain." Us
210'. Bargain $18,000.00.
ston, Dec.,
ITC and that the same has been WE HAVE some nice income cycle. Call 492-8722.
S-26-C ed 3 years, $100.00. Call 7538559.
S-27-P
approved by the Calloway Co- property on Kentucky Lake. If GOOD
NOTICE
CLOTHING. Drains,
In accordance with Kentucky unty Court and ordered filed Interested in Motel, Trailer size*, 16% and 18, two rain- TWO-WHEEL railer. Phone
Statutes, SecUons 25.195 and to lie over for exceptions. Any Park or other business site, coats, size 16, one mans suit, 753-4516 after-L'Eli p. at.
S-27-C
25.200: Notice is hereby given person desiring to file any ex- call:
size 38, also short jacket, two
that a report of final settle- ception thereto will do so on GALLOWAY INSURANCE & pairs shoes, size 10. Each item,
PIANOS,
ORGANS,
new.
Real
Estate
By
Agency,
Murray,
or before
ment of accounts was on
$2.00. Call 753-1733.
S-26-C Baldwin. Chuck's Music Center.
5-26-C
October 28ttt, 1968 or be for- Ky. Phone 753-5842.
Sept 23vd , 1968 filed by
DINETTE SET ivith 6 chairs, 1411 Main. Phone 753-3881.
el Luther Robertson, Executor of ever barred.
A 92 ACRE FARM just listed formica
H-S-27-C
top. Good condition.
Witness my hand this 23rd
the estate of Etna Robertson,
with 4-room house an black top Call before
12 noon or after 40-INCH PONY
day of Sept, 1968.
mare, in foal,
with three-tenths of mile front- 8:00 p. m.
at night, 753-6015. $35.00. Also
By D. W. Shoemaker,
and that the same has been
Western roping
age; all sowed down with 29
County Court Clerk,
S-26-C saddle. Phone 492-8126. S-27-C
approved by the Calloway Coacre corn base; burley and dark
Calloway
County,
unty Court and ordered filed
fired bases; 4 ponds, with like HELP! 13 Siamese kittens need
Kentucky
to lie over for exceptions. Any
new woven wire fence; all someone to love instead of me. 12' x 54' CAPRICE, 2-bedroom.
Take over $7000 a month PalBy: Dewey Ragsdale, D C around and thru
person desiring to file any exmiddle. A good Male or female, $15.00. Mrs.
ments. See at Shady Oaks TrailITP farm for cattle that will
ception thereto will do so on
pay Seale, 314 Broad, 753-7770.
er Park, Lot 84.
or before
off.
NOTICE
S-30-C
October 28th., 1968 or be for.
In accordance with Kentucky FULTON E. YOUNG Realty.
ever barred.
S-26-C
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Phone 753-7333.
Witness my hand this 23rd 25.200: Notice
is hereby given TWO-YEAR old, three-bedro
om
day of Sept., 1968.
that a report of Final settle- brick on
Kirkwood Drive ReaBy D. W. Shoemaker.
ment of accounts was on
sonably priced. Phone 753-8283.
County Court Clerk,
Sept. 23rd, 1968 filed by
S-28-C
Calloway County,
Gary Cooper, Administrator of
Kentucky
the estate of Byron Goble Co- FIVE-ROOM frame house, three
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C oper, Dec'd.,
end one-half miles north on
1TP
And that the same has b
Woodeg lot with illrees,ac.
approved by the Calloway Co--res. Running hot and cal water
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky unty Court and ordered filed and bath facilities. Recently re*Statutes, Sections 25.195 and to lie over for exceptions. A-ItY modeled. Priced to sell. Call
25.200: Notice is hereby given person desiring to file any ex- 753-4516, after 5:00 p. m. 0-1-C
that a report of Final settlement ception thereto will do so on
100' x 150' LOT in Kingswood
or before
of accounts was on
October 28th.. 1968 or be for- Subdivision. Phone 753-4516 afSept. 23rd., 1968 filed by
ter 5:00 p. m.
0-I-C
Nancy Lamb. Executrix of the ever barred.
Witness my hand this 23rd INEXPENS
Estate of H C. Lamb. Deed,
IVE-This three-bedAnd that the same has been day of Sept., 1968.
room house is located within
By
D.
W.
Shoemaker,
approved by the Calloway Cowalking distance of all schools
County Court Clerk,
unty Court and ordered filed
and has aluminum siding, storm
Calloway
County,
to lie over for exceptions. Any
windows arid doors, nice family
Kentucky
* person desiring to file any exroom, utility room, living room,
By
Dewey
Ragsdale D C and office.
ception thereto will do so on
All of this for only
1TP $12,750.
or before
October 28th., 1968 or be for. DAYTHA OUTLAND
is now ANOTHER ONE in this price
ever barred.
employed at Patty Ann's Salon, range is located only % block
Witness my hand this 23rd 500 Maple Street, four
days a from MSU It is carpeted, has
day of Sept.. 1968.
week Call for appointment. three bedrooms, living room,
By D. W. Shoemaker,
753-3191
ITC kitchen, dining room and a
County Court Clerk,
transferrable loan
with payCalloway County
ments of only $83.00 per monAUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
Kentucky
th. Full price only $11,900.
By Dewey Ragsdale D C DNS FORD pick up, 8-cylinder, OUTSIDE CITY TAX District
1TP with new mud grip tires. Call is this beautiful three-bedroom
753-2521.
S-25-NC brick. It has 1% baths, enclosNOTICE
ed garage, utility room, extra
In accordance with Kentucky 1962 CHRYSLER 300, white, allnice patio, electric heat, family
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and power, air, clean In good conroom, living room, carpeting,
23.200: Notice is hereby given dition. $700.00. Call 753-1787 or
built-in range and drapes. It's
that a report of Final settlement 753-8699
5-26-C a bargain at
only $17,850.
of accounts was on
INCOME
PROPERTY.
This
Sept 23rd, 1968 filed by J 1952 GMC Pickup 100. Call
S-26-C house has two bedrooms, utility
Robert Taylor 81 Charles C 438-5381.
room, living room, kitchen and
Paschall, Co. Executors, of the
FOR RUNT
dining room to live in and four
Estate of C D. Paschall, Deed
Pi And that the same has been ONE AND TWO bedroom a- rooms and a bath to rent out.
It's only 1 block from MSU
approved by the Calloway Co- partment and sleeping rooms. and
is priced to sell at only
EVEN WORK OUT WITH
DON'T TALK THAT
NOT
HE WON'T EVEN USTEN
unty Court and ordered filed Air-conditioned, all new, in- $15,750.
,
r
THE
WAYLTED.
LIKELY.
TO HER, IF HE DID, MAYBE
to lie over for exceptions. Any cluding furnishings. Williams BUILDING LOTS
can be found
Rielir
FATHER OF MINE
WALKER'LL
THI146S COULD BE DIFFENENT.
'
person dering to file any ex- Apartments, So leth Call 753- in all parts
FOR Two CeNTS
of Murray. We have
FIGURE OUT SOME
BUT HE WON'T TAKE
ception thereto will do so on 8670 or 753-8880.
Oct.-5-C two extra large
OUT ouT OF
lots on N. 20th
WAY Tb SOFTEN
ADVICE FROM "A
or before
and they are priced to sell.
THIS TowN
UP YOUR FATHER.
TRAITOR"!
October 28th, 1968 or be for- THREE OFFICES in Nations' Also have
lots in Glendale SubHotel Bldg. ground level, two
ots
ever barred.
division
and
Bagwell
Manor,
Witness my hand this 23rd on Main Street one on Sixth Jackson Heights
and all other
Street, 250, 300 and 900 Sq.
day of Sept, 1968
parts
of
town.
feet. Each office air conditionBy D. W. Shoemaker,
4
'at
ed, heat and water furnished. ROBERTS REALTY. 505 West
County Court Clerk,
Main Street. Phone 753-1651.
street
Off
parking
each
for
Calloway County,
space Available Oct. 1st. See
S-27-C
Kentucky
By Dewey Ragsdale D C Ed F. Kirk at Diuguid Furniture Co. Call 753-1283 or 7531TP 5992.
AUCTION SERVICE
0-1-C
ousehold & Real Este
NOTICE
WAYNE WILSON
WANTED TO BUY
lm amp
I Pm, 01..-.II AV.now.ed
In accordance with Kentucky
S Old I. Ul am.m. *mew. Mu.
Phone 753-3263 or 753.
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and WANTED: Good used small Os
TF
25.200: Notice is hereby given heater. Phone 753-3102. S-2154
ghat a report of final settlement of accounts was on
Sept 23rd , 1988 filed by
Golcia P Waters, Executrix of
the estate of John C Waters,
LOOT /N
11%.
SO WE. AIN'T TI-1' NEW
Deed..
WE'RE
RUN/Vm/ NAR1014"0 TH'
NEW
and that the same has been
'ADM!
approved by the Calloway Conu
FT
unty Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions Any
person desiring to file any exption thereto will do so on
before
October 28th , 1968 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23rd
day of Sept. 1968
By I). W. Shoemaker,
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By. Dewey Ragsdale, D C
173,
9 Ab
CELL Calfam--

Big,S's//,Tfrotee
0;14/at/Itfihei

AND

WANTED

-rat-

Ledger & Times

For Sale

LARGE RESIDENTIAL- LOTS FOR SALE

bordering Calloway County Country Club on the
College Farm Road.
All lots must be sold by October t-1968, or
none will be sold.
contact:
James Sullivan, Golf Pro.
Phone 753-9166

Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz

stitAK.,"

C
*
444
,SY

1,14j),
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Nancy

I LIKE THIS
QUICKDRYINGPAINT

by Ernie Bushmiller

ESPECIALLY
WHEN I'M
PAINTINGWHITE ON
WHITE

I CAN ALWAYS
TELL WHERE I
LEFT OFF

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

.q1k I CAN'T

TEAM. MANI IS THAT

MISS

MASSE

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp

THIS IS A uN IN/0151TV,STUPID!!
"MOW!!N ISTRATION'''ff

6./

4

Boy to earn up to 19.00 per
week, after school.

•••

-

MERE'S ANY

TAKE A -P/ECE 0'THE
C770N AT
1011.1

Excellent paper route now open
at the

YesicivroFFIFFYIREAWINK-

ee_e_
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDA --13EPT

I saogoing Cowboy
HuMER. Alaska (UPI) — A
As Salmon Clubbed cowboy of the Par North
finds
Ina skill In fancy rope work
M.ANISTEE, Mich. (UPI) — pays off on sea as well
as on
The state of Michigan has dos- the Kenai Peninsula ranges.
ed Bear Creek and six miles Joe 'Moen made a lasso out
of Little Manistee River after of a deck line to bring in tow
fishermen speared, clubbed and a drifting skiff with a 25hauled away in washtubs Coho horsepower outboard motor.
Tietleia was working aboard
salmon moving upstream to
the vessel Mark P when he
spawn
'They turned it into • hog spotted the stray skiff in Kawallow." said Warren Shapton, chemak Bay. He stood on the
deputy director of field opera- bow to rope the outboard motor
tions for the Department of and Pull the skiff alongside
Natural Resources. "It was en- go the "maverick" could be
taken in tow.
ough to turn my stomach."
The pillage occurred last!
weekend when the state conservation department lifted the
Caddo Lake. in eastern
large, silver-scaled fish over its Texas is the South's
largest
wear on the Little Manistee to natural lake
• • •
permit the fish to enter Bear
Creek to lay their eggs.
The record size for an octoAs a courtesy to fishermen pus is 110 pounds. with a 28the department had decided to foot long tenacle.
• • •
allow angling during the spewsIng run. As the first of ROOM The flicker is a New World
5,000 fish appeared, hundreds woodpecker which, unlike other
•
••••••••"
of fishermen stood shoulder- woodpeckers, hunts its food on
MEXICAN SOLDIERS KEEP STUDENTS MOVING—With bayonets fixed, Mexican
soldiers octo-shoulder on the banks of the the ground. says Colliers
cupying the National University in Mexico City
-Fireme
remove
bodies
n
from the remains of Point-0LODGE FIRE KILLS POUR PERSONS to forestall any demonstrations during the
cYclopec
lus.
tiny stream.
Olympics keep students moving. There were several clashes
Pines Lodge at Allen/spark Coio., after it MALS destroyed by a fire. Four persons perished.
At first they were restrained, using conventional bait and
line. Then, somehow. pande- i
•I
Calloway Teen Clu monium spawned and spread—
Hofpital Repeat
Funeral Is Today
1:11 the crawd ran wild, trampling
Members Attend
For Mrs. Jones
private porperty and clubbing i
Census — Adults
99
fish, spearing them. ripping ;
Census — Nursery'
9
The Calloway County Teen them open as
Funeral services for Mm. El- gentwons, uptim bee 23, 1948
they caught them •
Club members spent Saturday, and throwing their
mus F (Neva) Jones were held
entrails in-1
Mrs Linda Townsend and
Septemb
er 21, at the Mid-South
today at two pm. at the chapell aaby girl. Box 1736
the otream.
MSU, MurState Fair in Memphis, Tenn. , Some 60 conservation
of the J. H. Churchill
ray: Mrs. Marilyn Adkins and
°fileThose attending the fair were l ers and 10 state
Home with Rev. Heyward
A
troopers were
INNS
Dab!'
h°y. 204 ErwLn• 3151rnY"n Judy Kelso, Janey.. Kelso,
ens officiating.
El- . called in and several arrests
Mrs_ Ethel Stockdale. Route 3,
len Watson. Kathy Stubblefield, were made for illegal
Pallbearers were Osro But- Puryear, Tenn..
S
fishing
Mrs. Velma
Kent McCuiston, Jerry Stark, methods and disorder
ter-worth, Wildie Paschall. C. Myers, Route
ly con3. Murray; Mrs.
Robert
Blalock.
Jeanne Jarrett. , duct. And the state closed Bear
F Paschall, Marvin Paschall. Lavie Phelps. 410 South
1
10th
Danny Williams. Gayle C,anady,'Creek and a alit-mile
Raymond Matheny. arid A_ C , Street. Murray;
stretch of .
Bill Adams, Rt.
Cordelia
Williams, Jannette Little Manistee River
Bailey Interment was in the: 1, Murray; Mn. Meuteen
to Coho '
e Park*
*
MEATS
FROZEN FOODS
Jarrett. Randy Lee, Bill Scull, •fishing.
West Fork Cemetery with' theer, Route— I, Murray:
*
‘•'*- '-'---Gerald. ,,,ndy
FROSTY ACRES
arrangements by the J H. Murdock.
Armstrong. Michael Bur.
GOV'T
INSPEC
TED (Cut ('p
Route 6. Mayfield;
lb. 29e)
Churchill Funeral Home
Mrs. Linda Hendrick, Route 1, chett, Cathy lockhart. Christy
Flea beetle is the name
Inckliart, Linda Futrell,
Mrs. Jones. age 81 died Mon. Benton. Mrs. Linda
Collins, Sharon
and i given to a large group of small
Gibson.
day at the home of her son.' Box at.5. Becton, Marvin
B1RDSEYE - 9-es. can
Hale,
beetles belonging to the family
Adults attending were Mrs. !. chr
Truman E. (Gene) Jones. at Route 3. Hazel.
somendae
Baby girl liarr
ARMOUR STAR - 2-1b. pkg.
.
Hugh
1606 Fanner Avenue
Alexand
er.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
'
cans
Y
•
ns, 307 South 11th Street, Mw.
Survivors are her husband, ray; Ernest Stewart
AWAKE ORANGE JUICE — —
A. H. Scull. and Glen Sims
.
, Route 2,
Participating on the dairy
Elmus F Jones of Murray Hazel; Victor William
BANQUET
s, Route .
.
t
Route Two: one daughter Mrs. t 3. Murray: George Nicholas,
•
Rath Stub- .
in pkg. 3/64
FRESH & LEAN BOSTON BUTT
Grant Stiles; two sons. Trumani Route 3. Murray:
blefield, Kent McCuiston, Jerry :
Bob Grogan
-' Stark. and Robert Blalock. Tl-ey
E (Gene) Jones and Clifton L. Route 5. Murray; Charles
Rose.
1
placed sixth as a team
Jones; four brothers. John.! Route 2. Hazel, James
W. Am*
PRODUCE
*
Asher. Seigel. and Roy Story; mons, Route
Kent McCuiston tied for sec- [
4, Murray; Willie
REELFOOT ALL-MEAT
three grandchildren, two great H. Lawrenc
ond
place
for
individu
dairy
al
e, Route 1. Lynn
grandchildren
judging
Grove, Mrs Lane May Lawlb'
Miss Judy Kelso participated
rence. Route 1. Lynn Grove.
in the tailored garment divis.
Dismissals
John Stout. Dover. Tenn.; ion and received a red ribbon.
RED
Miss Ellen Watson parti,
Mrs Edomia Spann, 502 South
pated
in
the
advance
dress
d
2nd Street. Murray. Mrs. MildPROTEN
division and received a blue
Federal State Malice News red Jones, 312 South 9th
Street
ribbon.
Service 9-2548 Ker.*aicky Par- Murray: Master Robert
(Jody)
The club expresses its apprechase Area Hog Market Repert McC-oart. Route 5, Murray;
Mrs.
Includes 10 Buying Steams.
Virginia Burkeen, Route 1, Al- ciation to the 4-H Club Council
PROTEN
3-11k bag
Receipts 738 Head; Barrows and mo. Mrs Margie Garland
for providing transportation to
.
Mrs. , the Mid-South State Fair, ac.
Gilts 25c Lower. Sows. Steady. South 13th Street,
Murray
US 2-3 200-240 lbs 51950-20.00. Shelia Rye
cording to the reporter, Jeanne
and baby girl, 815 Jarrett
* CANNED VEGETABLES *
C
ib
Few 1 & 2 $20-50- College Crts., Murray; Mrs.
LinUS 2-4 190-240 lbs $19 00-19.50; da Collins,
Box 345, Benton;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $18 50-19 00: Mrs.
AMERICAN BEAUTY
Sarah Wrye. 316 South
US 3-4 250-280 lbs $18 00-18.30; 15th Street,
Murray; Wiley
MISCELLANEOUS
SOWS:
Outland, Route 6. Murray.
MIXED
e;'onrs
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 516.5047.50;
GA. RED
(Continued From Paw 1)
US 13 300-450 lbs $15 75-16.50.
Quart 49c
n
„ CARNATION
Most lightning flashes in an
I'S 2-3 400-600 lbs S15.0016.00.
Few $16.25 electric storm occur in a single a 1.961 graduate of Calloway
cloud or between two clouds
ENGLISH MOUNTAIN
; County High School.
Leslie is married to the forJIFFY
mer Carolyn Palmer, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hugh
BUSH
# 343 ca" I U
Palmer of Kirksey They have
see son, Billy, age six Mrs.
Leslie is employed as secreBUSH
tary of the Calloway County
Milk Chocolate (New) - Semi-Sweet
Chocolate - Butterscotch
Extension office.
LUNCHEON MEAT
Fishermen Amok

•
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ROUND STEAK

MURRAY MAN ...

Highest Computer
JUNGPRAUJOCH, Switzerland OM) — The highest
compute' in the world is located 14.000 feet above sea level
in the Alps at the Ititernational
Scientific Station here Operated by the University of Liege,
the Honeywell DDP-224 com- DOESN'T WANNA
Presiputer is used to collect and dent Johnson's pet dog. Yuki,
doesn't
seem
to want to
analyze data gathered in astroclimb aboard the presidential
physical research studies.
plane in Washington for a
• • •
trip with his master The
The first drive-in theater,
located in Camden. N. J. held President finally prevailed
500 cars and had a screen and Yuki scampered aboard.
measuring 40 by 50 feet.

structi
driver.
arab
ct
el

Mar
ogY.
crowd
quo' d

Vietnam

CHINA

GERMAN

can

I

•

Tr $I

Gerber's Pull-On II Mem) - Rue 49t

Sunshine

BABY PANTS

CHEEZ-ITS

39*

Gerber's ralt-On (3 sizes) - Rai. 19*
BABY SHIRTS ____ 59°

box
_ _ _

25*

Hefty Plaiitic - I ct PILS
ASH CAN LINER 494

1110=1"

V
scat's

_
3bars 39

Hefty Math - 25 ct. pkg.

PLASTIC WRAP

_ _ 25*

Re•vneiel's Eceoemy Sim - D.
aric
FOIL WRAP

ROUNDUP
ONANN, NC.

98

VEGETABLES --.300. 2 25(
MIRACLE WHIP _ _
TOMATOES
2es:I"
- CHOCOLATE DRINK MIX _ _ _ _
,
,,,,,
GREEN BEANS
CAKE MIXES
box 100
KRAUT
.
.
i 10° NESTLE'S MORSELS _ _ _ _ .-..
.
25°
3
:.
29
,
HOMINY
SNACK
12:4,..490
POTATO SALAD
.383 39 PIE CHERRIES
3

— BATH SIZE

*KUNMING

GARBAGE BAGS

39*

Nabisco - 1 -lb. box
69*

CRACKERS

331

DELITED

NORTH

Ns.% CROP

BLACKBERRY PRESERVES — — —12-91- 19 NAVY BEANS

VIETNAM

ul' iv

STALEY'S
Fll I A CRASHES, PILOTS ESCAPE- Top 16 the safety ,
Module
in which two pilots ejected to safety before
the FII1A
fighter-b0131ber lowerl trashed while landing
at Nellis Air
Force Base, Nev It was the latest in a series
of accidents
invc.lving the aircraft. Pilots are Navy Lt
John M Nash
arid Flight Lt Leal Poolock Australian military
trainee.
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Auto Repair 1
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49Fb
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Pkg. W PORK STEAK EREsif 49Fb
POTATOES
10 Lb,. 4"
-* SIRLOIN STEAK 98
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25‘'
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Serving Prison Term

n soldiers °ems during the

plc intentional homicide" and
sentenced him to 10 years in
Prison. Later, when Marilee'
lawyers appealed, another
court raised the sentence to 20
years. Marne' is still fighting
that decision
By 3. PAUL WYATT
The former coach of
&Sidles He produced a 38 calithe
a
MEXICO CITY
UPI)
ber service pistol and emptied Mexican Olympic equestrian
Mexico's hero of the 1948
team
has a low opinion of the
It into Velaaquez.
Olympics will be spending the
1961 Olympic squad.
Now shocked by what he
•` 1968 Games in a cell at Lecum- had
-There are no riders or
done. Marilee quickly put
berri Prison.
the other man into his car an horses which permit Mexico to
compete worthily at present in
Quick-tempered Gen. Hum- drove to
the nearby Red Cross
any international event," he
berto Marilee, who won Mex- Hospital. There
police told him
es.
ico's first Olympic gold medal he was under
arrest.
in history, is serving a 20-year
The show jumping event reWhen word came that Velazquires both speed and endursentence for the slaying of a quez had died,
Marilee panickconstruction worker.
ed. He asked to go to the wash- ance. The winner must ride
Mulles was mobbed by ad- room. While a guard
stood out- flawlessly ana average between
• miring countrymen when he side, the athletic general
broke 30 to 35 seconds over the 350returned from London with the open a window
and escaped. meter course, which includes
gold medal after finishing fine Before the week was
up, he was 16 to 20 jumps over formidable
IP in a field of 15 of the world's in Texas, where
he remained obstacles.
top horsemen in the difficult several months on a
Marilee yearns to be free to
friend's
show jumping event.
ranch.
train his riders and horses
All that changed abruptly on
again. He thinks Mexico should
Surrenders
the rainy night of Aug 14,
Finally, assured that he retain its leadership in the field
1964, when Mariles was driving would be able to get
off with a and enjoy the glory it had 20
his sedan through Chapultepec light sentence and
anxious to years ago.
Park in Mexico City.
redeem
himself before the
Suddenly another car cut Mexican public, he return
ed to
•him off. forcing him to slam on Mexico City and gave
himself
his brakes Shaken and enrag- up.
.ed Marilee pursued the other
Soon Medics discovered that
car about five blocks to a con- he no longer was idolize
d by
struction site where the other the Mexican people
A general
PALOS VERDES ESdriver, Jesus Velazquez. work- clamor for justice arose,
capeTATES, Cali,. (UPI)—Teened.
daily after it was learned that
age,. in this exclusive SouthMarlles demanded an apol- Velaszquez left a widow and
ern California comnsunity
seven
children.
ogy. Words were exchanged A
are an well off financially
After a trial that dragged on
crowd gathered When Velazthey gate away marijuana
for
more than a year. the court
quez derisively turned his back
and pale instead */ sellbsg_
found Marilee guilty of "aim.r
them.
•
"There's • cogrinsonal feel
to tha stuff," says the Rev.
•
Mel Knight, an actire counselor. "One kid buys it one
Lime and another the riert

Narcotic Capers
Of the Affluent

time.

25c
$1.19
39FE,
49Fb
49Pb
98clb

H

98ICI,
Quart

49c
10'
100
25°

•

Putting
you first,
keeps
usfirst.
( Which makes everybody unhappy,except you and us.
CHEVROLET

pkg

— box

a. pkg
But

can

3

4W

can. $ I
for

box
_

25'

LNER 49'

IS _ _ 39'

33'

Authorities say (antral has
been hampered because of
the life in the affluent community.. They say that in
some instances parents are
blackmailed into doing nothing by the threat of a teenager to turn hlinself in.
The parents fear social
ostracism.
Police estimate that 50 per
cent o/ the students in high
c hoe I and intermediate
school are drug experienred.
Coursselors put the hiure at
75 per cent.
Roth police end counselors
estimate that of these figures
about one third are habitual
mews.
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This Fall TheraBe Shoes
That Jingle, Jangle, Jingl

There is an Edwardian feel- and teasel.
American GenUe- %-inch extension and two
ing about boots, more of them man
had a very rounded toe, huckles on one wide strap. A
this fall than before, ranging a rounde
d instep, a round brass demi-boot
Hush -Puppies
by
from
elegant glossy
black buckle and a very wide strap was in a wheatfleld color.
leathers in calfskin and kid to with
unusually low quarters
For evening Stetson for Bill
expensive looking grains from alt,
Blass) showed a shoe in torsuch diverse sources as sharks
By WALTER LOGAN
Business Shoes
toise shell color and an antique
There is more shape. That is, and elephants. There are also
green patent with
Business shoes tended to a emerald
NEW YORK (UPI) — This the shoe follows the line of the squaw boots
for after-ski The heavier
look with deep perfor- grosgrain trim. Renegades had
could sound like a visit to a foot more closely, and there is slipons as
shown by the Naations, extension soles, heavier a white patent slipon with a
boiler factory but it is reallY more heft in the way of broad- tional
Footwear Institute offer
stitching and blunted toes, and grosgrain bow for wearing with
a report on the 1968 fall shoes er. fuller toes that can be the moat
diversification Alwith straps and buckles. A such things as Rajah jackets
for men. There are brass plates. square, blunt or oval And • most all are
decorated with London
rivets, chains and In some few are domed in the old Ma- some
Character shoe was in Bostonian made a beautiful
sort
of metallic device,
antique copper patent leather simple evening shoe in soft
cases pewter for decoration. rine Corps boondocker style. including
brass bits like horses
which was shiny but not too black kid with a big leather
The rivets hold on the brass But even the evening shoes hold in
their teeth. And the
showed a "Silver
plates or the chains.
have hardware
colors range from pastels and shiny: it had a brass buckle. bow. J. it M
Cloud" patent that was gunshades of autumn leaves in An Oleg Cassini shoe (by
metal and made with a low
the casual lines to brighter French Shriner) was bootlike
browns, bitter chocolate with a leather fringe under a underslune heel.
through whisky golds and a buckle and strap.
Devotion
Roblee had a grained bootgray-green limestone. Most
WETUMPKA, Ala. 'UP!—
like
slipon
with
a
perfora
ted He devoted his life
leathers have an antique finish:
to gardentoe,
a
very
high
vamp
and a ing and died
If you break up the showings
while planting
into categories you have to quarter almost as high as a shrubbery in a new
cemetery.
start with the decorate... slip- flight boot. Stetson showed a
David Blankenship, 56, was
bold
sharksein
grain a landscape artist
ons. Here Roblee showed a very
and nurseryblunted knob toe moccasin which had a brown and black man. He landscaped
many of
with a braes inset into the in- mottled effect and a red leather the elaborate estates
in nearby
step area and in such colors lining.
Montgomery—"Cradle of the
as claret red and forest green. In the boot look, French Confederacy" and
site of
Shriner showed a country
gleami
ng white colonial homes
Johnston & Murphy showed
walking shoe with crepe soles
with rolling gardens of flowers
a Pilgrim line with a brass
.
and in such colors as cinnaarmor plate that looks like a
mon, moss green and palomino. Duster Exhibit
ion
big brass buckle over the inA Bates floater with an inchNUREMBURG.
step. This squared toe moccadeep sole was a two-tie blucher (UPI)— A special Germany
sin was in antique olive.
exhibition of
with a pile lining and in suede. his paintings and
drawings beA Plymouth slipon in an an- Thom McAn showed
saddle ing loaned from musems, galtique green grain had a big leather with an
oval toe and leries and private
collections
brass plate riveted onto the in- a strap that
doesn't unstrap around the world will
be held
step. Bob Smart showed a because it is over
an elastic here in 1971 to mark, the
fifth
rounded-square toe with a gore. Renegades showed
an 8- centenary of the birth of
Albuckle that looked Eke pewter inch jodphur with
crossover bert Duerer
on an antiqued brown leather. straps that buckled
on the
London Character, in its re- ankle bones.
• • •
CANDIDATES-- AA boys, these chaps shared one thing
sort line showed a soft moccaStetson had a 10-inch boot
in
The first presidential address
common—willingness to work. The hne on
sin
reminis
with
cent
a
brass chain and in
of Pierre-Cardin— televis
the left took odd
ed from the White House
jobs to help his family during the depress
such colors as cloudy blue to a gore on one side and a zipper
ion and worked
match cloudy blue resort on the other. Another Stetson, was made Oct. 5, 1947, by Harhard to put himself through college. The
one on the right
Truman
clothes. Renegades produced an 5-inch boot, had a silver chain ry
worked summers as a bellboy and waiter
• • •
so he could go to
array of colors in suede that across the instep. Roblee had
college. The youth at the left is Spiro
state flower_ of North
The
T. Agnew, a prominincluded Mauve, and made one weirdie that sloped from Dakota is the wild prairie rose
ent Republican, and on the right is
Edmond Muskie, a
with a squarish stitched toe front to back like a wedge, a
r—minent Democrat
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Presenting Cadillac for nineteen sixty-nine

Act Now

master_ c

Ste All the New Fall
TV Shows on

Cablevision
1=1/

and

SAVE 50%

5
I1e

Beautifully new,distinctively Cadill

CALL

Murray Cablevision Co.
TODAY
PHONE 753-5005

67(

This Offer Expires September 31, 1968
pat

41111

Abe. Ms letil flereaccid Parade Below
the IND •Aardloo Sedan d•VIllo. Cadillac Wolof Car 0 vision.

Even Cadillac has never built one like this I
The craftsmen who enginv.r and build Cadillacs are
accustomed to creating the finest of motor ears, but they take
special pride In these brilliant 1969 models.
A single glance at this automotive masterpiece reveal
s
striking poise and beavty, dramatically new, yet unmis
takably Cadillac. For 1969, Cadillac's traditional dignity is complemented by youthful styling unique In the luxury field.

New concepts in comfort and convenience.

105 N. 5th Street

171,

r•,7

Citre acreage in Florida
has'
more than doubled in 20
years
and now totals 1 million
acres.
• • •
Samuel Clemens, alias
Mark
Twain, wrote "The
Adventure
of Tom Sawyer" on the
Elmira
College campus in New
York.
• • •
By 1980, the average
value of
land and buildings per
farm in
Texas is expected to
pass the
8150,000 mark
• • •
David Melville of
Newport,
RI, introduced gas
lights to
the United States in
1806

On the Installation Charge
in
_ Pkg

LEDGER

The 1969 Cadillac is completely new inside with major
innovations in design. convenience and decor. A newly
contoured "control center"Instrument panel makes controls
even more accessible, and virtually surrounds passengers with luxurious protection and convenience.

A smoother, more responsive engine.
Cadillac's great 472 V-8 engine—the
largest V-8 ever to
power a production passenger car—I
s smoother, quieter
and more responsive. Never before
has power been employed so efficiently In the operat
ion of a car and its equipment. And for 1989 front disc brake
s are provided.

Your judgment is invited.
There are eleven different models
ot the 1969 Cadillac,
more than is offered by any other luxur
y car manufacturer.
Each Is truly a masterpiece from the
master craftsmen.
Your authorized Cadillac dealer welco
mes your personal
Inspection of this once-In-a-lifetime
motor car. Stop by and
drive one at your earliest opportunity.
We the you'll agree
that this is the greatest Cadillac ever
built,

THE NEW 1069 CADILLACS WILL BE ON DISPLAY TOMO
RROW AT YOUR AUTHORIZED
CADILLAC DEALER'S .
s

•--

-

ws.

THE LEDGER It TIMIS
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Paris Cataconths
'The Empire ofDeath'

By THOMAS OCHILTRKZ
PARIS (UPI) — -Halt, this
Is the empire of death," roads
the inscriptIon lit only by ths
flickering light of the visitor's
CSDdle
Such Is the entrance to ths
Paris -sitacocribe.
For the Edgar Allan Poe fan,
3r for the tourist tired of the
city's endless tree-lined boulevards, the catacombs have
everything — winding corridors
hardly wider than • man. mato( walls. funerary triscriptions.
comislight, and the damp
bsisse a au ultimate(' I million
PellW
emnitacombs are ancient
— some going back to
RONAN Unies — where between
the bite 18th and mid-lfth
CallatInes bones from hundreds
of Over-crowded old churchyards and oemeteries were
transferred

craZ

No one is sure, but apparently lying among the anonymous remains are the bones
of Robespierre, Denton. and
other revolutionary greats, who
were laid to rest in cemeteries
which were later emptied.
Anyone with the inclination
S. can go to the Place DentenRochereau at 2 pm. every Saturday in the summer eevery
other Saturday the rest of the
year ) for the hour and a half
long visit.
There's no guide. I paid my
50 centimes , I0 cents , entrance
fee along with about a 100
tourists, and 30 centimes for a
candle. There's no artificial
lighting at ell in the
combs. Then we all wound
down an interminable spiral
stairway, and through even
more endless passages to get
to the skeletons
Groping along, feet scraping
through the gravel on the floor,
we spread out until a glimmer ahead or behind was
the only sign that there was any
one else alive down there.
Then it was the entrance to
the catacombs proper, with the
Inscription. Beyond the heavy
Iron door were the bones —
countless bones. Stacked like
cordwood on either side, with
rows of thigh-bones interlaced
with rows of grinning skulls.
We tended to regroup
Thebones were damp, and
soft feeling. Some were cemented in place, but a few skulls ,
were free. Marble stones listed
the cemeteries from which the
bones had been transferred.
Others bore inscriptions in
French, Latin, and a few in
other languages
The theme was always the
same: Life is sweet, and short
Sometimes there was a religious
quality about the inscriptions.
senestilnes an atheistic twist.

MURRAY

KENTUCKY

E

0E, so there was no chance of
getting lost. Nonetheless, behind in came a guardian with a
gas lamp to snake sure no one
would be locked.? In for two
weeks I asked him if anyone
ever had. "No," he said. "We're
pretty careful We ha% e enough
bones down here already "
. - •

•

Highways end Byways
WEI ANGELES UP!1 — Of
the total land area in the Los
Angeles metropolitan region
approximately 20 per cent is
covered by fre,evays surface'
streets and alleys

Brave Bees
Willing to Risk
PunchinSnoot

BAKERSFIELD. Calif.
(UPI) — Alfalfa seed growers here are breeding bees
with more courage and leas
brains.
The Council of California
Growers reports that It takes
a courageous lamsy bee to
do a proper deleArinibruiHon.
A recent online report
ea bees explained that the
process of lienliation involves a cerellia amount of
anpleasantnail for the honey bee.
Nature's way requires that
the bee tooth the sisonen
of the flower during his
search for nectar When be
does, the stamen jerks violently. shaking its polka
onto the stigma to fertilise
the plant — and also smacking the bee in the fur.
The report says some bees
have gotten wise to the
process and learned to avert
the clip on the chin by slipping Into the bloom from
the aide. The side approach
allows the insect to get his
nectar and yet escape touching the stamen.
The result is a calmer bee
and an unfertilised plant
which will produce no seed.
Three years ago, several
alfalfa seed growers established a research organisa(ion designed to breed a type
of bee with a willingness to
go after nectar the oldfashioned way.
They report they are well
on their way to success in
producing a more productive — if somewhat less intelligent — honey bee.
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PONTIAC ANNOUNCES THE GREAT BREAK
This is the year to say good-bye to humdrum drivinigt
169 Wide:Track Pontiac Gra
nd Prix.

AWAY!

•

•

•

If you've never driven a car like this before, that's becaus
e
there's never been a car like this Pontiac Grand Prix before
.
So new, its got its own 1 lir wheelbase. So new. it's got its
own aircraft-type interior. A new steering wheel with a
-soft- material rim. With a Wide-Track on big tires. With
a new hidden radio antenna we're daring everybody to find.

wedd

Or maybe you'd like to break away
with a brand-new
Firebird. With typical Wide-Track
handling and a range of
available V-8 choices that'll make
your head spin (including
the fabulous 400 Ram Air option).
Brand-new styling. too.
Lean. clean, ready looks. Plus 13
exciting new colors
,
new anti-theft ignition, steering and transm
ission lock.

There's also The Great One Our GTO. the one that starte
d
it all. Complete with baseball-bat-proof bumper, fully
padded instrument panel. distinctive Redline tires, along
with specially designed suspension. Plus an assortment of
V-8's that'll make your break from dull driving just about
as pleasing as any you've ever made.

THE NEW 1969 GRAND PR IXS. BONNEVILLE!.
BROUGHAMS. FXFC

And ilria:lafti.zet
lust:flow. Bonnevilk. With a 4anda
rd.
31`)0.4.p. I..8 utiCAleh V-8. a
long, long 12."' wheelbase a
rich, iiprcr-k v el ventilation
system. color-keyed energy
ab,orbing tinw
at bot lt fint
o and rear.
plus the kind ot .nterior. you'd
like to install
at home. Bonneville. Wh-i needs
more?

gm

Ft.

UTIVFS CATAI INA& GTo.s.
I.E MANS. cUSTOM S. TEMPESTS AND FIREBIRDS ARF

"Mal.
Mo.*.0.

YOUR A(TIBIRIII I) PONTIAC DEALER'S NOW.
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Go to the Wedding

• with Head High
4

•

•

tr

By

Abigail

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: My son is being married
soon Two years
ago, his father and I were divorced,
and his father is now
married to the woman he has been playing
around with for the
last 5 years.
Under the circumstances I feel that
my husband's new
wife does .not belong at our son's wedding
My son and his fiancee feel that now
that father finally
married this little homewrecker, she
should attend the
wedding
I am considering asking them to make
a choice If they
want me at the wedding, father's
wife can stay home. If they
want her. I'll stay home What is your
opinion?
WAITING
DEAR WAITING: If it's common knowledg
e, and not just_
your opinion that father's wife is
a "homewrecker," she
doesn't belong at your son's wedding.
Don't punish the young
couple. however, by giving them a choke.
Go and be a lady. If
father's wife insists on going, too, it is
she who may have
difficulty holding her head high.

CONFIDENTIAL TO AL: There is no sense in locking the
barn after the horse has been stolen. Go after the horse, you
fool!

FOR ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO KNOW," SEND Sill TO ABBY, BOX WM. 11-0€
ANGELES. CAL. WM.

Biggest Plane
Can Deliver
NEW YORK (UPI)—Just in
case you ever want to throw
a clam bake for a quarter of
a million people, all the ingredients can be flown into
town aboard the new Lockheed
L-500 Galaxy--civillan version
of the Air Force C-5, world's
largest plane now flying at
Marietta, Georgia.
The Galaxy will carry 200,000 live lobsters or 5,000 bushels of oysters in one delivery.
The plane will curry about
three times the payloads of
today's biggest planes It will
carry six full-size Greyhound
buses along with six other large
size vehicles, or 75 standard
sized automobiles can be crammed into it.

CIVIL DEFENSE
11*-:RESCUE SQUAD
NEEDS
•

$12,000
For A New

Girls Have
Moving Experience
ST LOUIS
wasn't
a student demonstration or protest by any means when
the Fontbonne College girls
lined up, all 850 of them
The girls became a human
conveyor and transferred 50.000 books from the college's
old library to the new one,
down three flights of steps and
across a patio As a reward,
librarian Sister Alberta had
soda and pretzels waiting for
the girls

RELAY, KENTUCKY
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Engineer Shortage
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (UPI)A.
The United States may lose its
Iced in technology unless something is done to relieve a "tremendous engineering shortage."
according t o Raymond L
Smith, President of Michigan
Technological University
Smith told a meeting of the
National University Extension
Association
that the demand
for engineers went up 100 per
cent in 1966, compared with 30
per cent for most other fields
"The U S graduated 36,700 engineers. while 72.000 were needed." he said. "While we have
gone down from 52.700 graduates in 1949-50 to 36.700 in
1965. the Russians have gone
from 40.000 to 125,000 during
the same period"

44111b

Aluminum Boats Popular
LANSING. Mich. (Um)
The aluminum boat has replaced the wooden boat as the most
Popular small craft for sportsmen in Michigan,
The Secretary of State's office said boat registrations in
the state reflected a national
trend to the lightweight aluminum
construction.
Wooden
hulls are still the second most
popular followed by plastic,
steel and a collection of less
popular materials.
In the Dark
NAIROBI, Kenya t upi
Even in 1967 Africa retains
some dark continent aspects.
Two ICIkuyu tribesmen emerged
from the jungle this spring to
learn for the first time that the
Mau Mau rebellion which ended 10 years ago was over. They
were even more astonished to
learn that Jomo Kenyatta. one
time Mau Mau leader, now was
president of an independent
Kenya and had been for four
years

•

Planning Grants
WASHINGTON 4 UPI) —Applications for the second round
of Model Cities planning grants
came from 163 communities.
with populations from 200 to
6 million, reports the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development IHUDi. The
smallest was Atlantic Beach.
S.C., population 200. Los Angeles County. Calif.. with a
population of 6,921.000, was the
largest.

' PLEASE GIVE
SO WE MAY
SERVE YOU

was)

. . . Helping To Make

Dangerous Tactic
ANN ARBOR, Mich , UPI‘-The cross body block should be
outlawed in football because lt
causes 54 per cent of all significant football leg injuries, a
doctor reports.
The cross body block is a
technique whereby a defender
throws his body in a horizontal
position at an opponent. Dr.
— Thomas R. Peterson of the
University of Michigan says the
effect of such a block is the
same as if a railroad tie has
been slammed into the attacker Peterson said studies reveal,
in addition, that the cross body
block is usually an unnecessary
technique
Riot Cause
LANSING. Mich
EAST
tUPIt — Social conditions, not
police methods, are usually responsible f o r
uncontrolled
crime and riots, according to a
researcher.
Public disturbances are often
launched by the arrest of an
individual in an unruly crowd,
but it's really too late to cor-,
rect the situation at that point,,
according to Dr. Nelson A. Watson of the International Association of Chiefs of Police.
"Aside from police training,.
we must take steps at the community level to reduce the sensitivity of the trigger by correcting those situations which
ad to expressions of,dissatis-,.
faction and, perhaps. eventnal
rebellion." he said.

-e

YOUNGSTERS LEND A HAND 'Wading youngsters help policemen
maneuver a rubber raft
along a street in Tonbridge, one of many towns
hit hard by floods in southern and eastn England At least three deaths were recorded.

Lake Granite Shoals in Central Texas has been renamed
for President Lyndon Johnson
•

•

•
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Burglary
Protection

•

•

TEST FIRING - -Guided by radar, a Sparrow missile streaks from beneath the wing of an
Italian air force F-104 "S" Super Starfighter in a test firing at a target drone high above
the Pacific Ocean on the U.S. Navy's Pt. Mugu missile range. An Italian aircraft industry team is building 165 of the new double sonic F-104s.

Understonding Cops
KINGSTON. England UPI)
— Brian Minton. 28. was ticketed seven times in one day for
various traffic violations, but
after hearing his story police
took up a collection to pay his
fine
Minton said he took a drive
to cool off after having had s
row with his wife

NEW YORK 4 UPI, — Every
23 seconds somebody's house is
burglarized,
Latest statistics of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
reveal that burglary has increased nationally 55 per cent
since 1960. In 1966. the most
recent year of national statistics, there were 10 per cent
more burglaries than in 1965.
In his annual review of
crime, J. Edgar Hoover notes
that suppression and detection
of burglary are particularly
difficult due to the tremendous volume of these offenses
and the thinness of police patrols. He reported that only one
out of every five cases of burglary in 1966 was ever solved.
"This low clearance rate," he
added. "indicates lack of a deterrent and little risk of detection.''
For homes equipped with intercom systems, says the NuTone division of Scovill Manufacturing Company, it is simple and inexpensive to add intruder alarm devices. Interior
or external speakers will immediately pick any suspicious
noise and allow the resident,
with the push of a button, to
immediately set off inside and
outside alarms. In addition to
deterring an intruder, the ent!re neighborhood is quickly
alerted to the burglary.
(Release at
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Everybody has a problem. What's years? Fir a persoeal
reply write to Abby. Box 41/75l, Les Angeles, Cal., NM and
esclosie a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

4 DEAR ABBY. I am a 14-year-old girl,
and my best girl
friend is worrying me to death. She is
also 14, but she is very
developed (physicallyl for a girl her age.
She looks like about
18. She told me that for the last 3
months a 19-year -old boy has
been coming over to her house to
see her in the evening while
her parents are at work. Her parents don't
even know this guy
exists. She tells me that all she wears when
he comes over is a
• BIKINI bathing suit, and there
is no place to swim within 5
nide.; of her place, so you know as well
as I that this can mean
* rig trouble.
I keep telling her to be careful, but she
says nothing has Jet
Power
happened so far, and nothing will
,CLYDEBANK, Scotland
What can I do to prevent trouble? I can't
P
tell her mother !UPI) — The island-hopping
tuse her mother will probably tell her how
she found out. cruise ship Queen Elizabeth 2
ny girl friend will never speak to me again
will jet its passengers ashore
Sign me,
when it calls at remote ports
WORRIED
with shallow harbors. The ship
()AR WORRIED: Tell YOUR mothei She'll
know what to carries two shallow - draft
launches, propelled by water
Jets, capable of navigating in
only inches of water.

4

11.•

DEAR M. R. H.: No one can "use you" without your
cooperation. And if you are "used" once by inconsiderate.
nervy acquaintances, shame on them But if it happens twice.
shame on YOU!

Murray-Calloway Co.

4

TIMES

DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 2 years and haste
no children Because I have no children, my friends. relatives.
and neighbors think I am the perfect baby-sitter. I love
children, and 1.don't mind baby-sitting in an emergency and I
never charge for my services.
Is there a nice way to tell these people to find somebody
else' I am sick and tired of being used. One girl actually drops
her child off at my house without even asking me first Many
times my own plans have been ruined becatifie„Parents don't
come back to get their child when they say they will. Thank
you.
M.R.H.

•
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Volkswagen announces automatic.
Better late than never.
The Volkswagen Squareback and the
Volkswagen Fastback are now available with a fully
automatic transmission.
So now you con drive a Volkswagen and not
even know you're driving a Volkswagen.
Except for a few reminders.
Like the 25 miles you get to a gallon o regular
gas. The oil you still take by the pint
And the time and money you don't
spend on anti-freeze.

Of course, the new automatic is strictly optional.
Just like on most other cars.
But we've got something no
other car offers
even as an option. Electronic fuel
injection.
Ad it's as standard as the electric
clock, electric
rear window defroster, 49-positio
n front seats,
front disc brakes and wall-to-wall
carpeting.
All of which is enough to make
you forget it's a Volkswagen all
over again.

El 1

A Safer Community
This Advertisement Published by the Ledger and Tittles
•

v5

In the Interest of a Better Community

Flower Tip
NEW YORK 'UPI t —Harmfill salts can be prevented
from building up in the roots
of plants by keeping all plants
in porous red clay pots which
eliminate excess salts and
moisture each time Vnil

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
Rile CHFUNI
IT ST

MATIOCI•li 0
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Boating

WirDNICSDAY-41EPTEMBER 25, 1968

INTUCILT

One of the i ecent
feats
chalked up in the small powerRefined foetuses a-pion tv in
boat field , was that of Capt.
Herb Murphie who completed
a 700-mile Atlantic voyage
from Newport. R I. to BerBy JACK WOLIST•
muda in the 40-foot Castle
NEW YORK (UP
, -Prom Queen. His voyage marked one
of the few small powerboat
the ditty bag.
Remember American Soils. crossings in SO years The Casthe I2-meter yacht that twice tle Queen. powered by a
Pair
tried unsuccessfully to repre- of MerCruiser lints carried 875
sent this country as an Ameri- gallons of gasoline in fuel
ca's Cup defender! The sleek drums lathed in the cockpit,
yacht that lost the defender's
lirPhie made the rough credal:I less than four days
role to ConstellaUon in 1964
and to Intrepid in 1961 has
• • •
been purchased by three CutA
water-let and a gas-turodlont, Gerry Morrie, Harbert
Wahl and Michael Pellegrin, all bine engine have been comof Toronto, and oxiverled into bined In • 33-foot Formula
• cruising sloop. They plan to cruiser designed by Wynne-Gill
race her in cruising semis ea Aiwodatos and built by ThunProducts Corp., of MILake Ontario.
NIM. The water-Jet pump is
'• •
Manufactured by Pratt and
MovIng ap in the popularity parade of mew ear models is the Chevy Nova Coupe show' above.
The federal government% Whitney Aircraft and the 450Smartness is accented by immolated front fender louvers, niriegag and bright window mailbags. The
Outdoor Recreation Resigineas horsepower engine is produced
Review Commission estimates by Unilted Aircraft of Canada. mew anti-then lock system so the steering column for Iguidas, steering wheel and transmission
selector and head restraints are standard equipment. The new Chevrolets will be on display September 26.
that more than 10 million Ltd. The boat has been underacres of new boating and fish- going sea tests off the Florida
ing waters will be created by coast
Born with a port', persostaliks is
impoundments within the next
10 years
•

Smart 1969 Chevy Nova models

Wally Says "I'm Polite but Not Apologetic"
way he is. Most people, he says, take it fot
granted he's naturally ridiculous. "I thought
about this a great deal," he adds, "and decided
that since people tended to laugh at me, I'd
gainful employment."
in
. S.
turn the situation Into

Camaro RS Convertible for '69

GIRICEIT .

Steve Allen? Nepal WS Walk Colle,
with mop-lop and sliiiiburia is he appears in the ABC special, "What Gap?"

POPULAR

By MILO. MTN

$Y

WILLIAM D. [Arnim

NEW YORK UPI—The ravNEW YORK (UPI) —The
ishing voice of Janet Baker
death of OW Redding In a
now is to be heard, on a record,
plane crash last year deprived
in Berlioz's "Las Multi d'ete"
the popular music world of 0:
and Ravel's "Shehermade" It
of its truly great citizens anG
is unfailingly a stirring experihe is sadly missed.
ence to hear this memo voice
Fortunately. Redding made a
In anything, but in these subtly
sensuous outpourings the ex- number of recordings before
perience becomes Intoxicating. the tragedy and 10 of them
The conductor was Sir John may be heard on "The ImmorBarbirolli with the New Phil- tal Otis Redding" Atco SDharmonic Orchestra ) Angel- 33-252)
"re. Got Dreams to Remem36505
A measure of the same uplift ber" is the opening number and
is to be had in Anneilese Roth- Otis unreels this soul song with
enberger's singing of the Ro- such feeling that almost everywhich follows seems
mance in Schubert's incidental thing
music to "Rosamunde." It is a anti-climactic. although
the
song that can be done off-hand finale, a rousing Redding arand so insipidly She put intel- rangement of "Amen," is a
ligence as well as heart into it, great effort, too
Otis carried the torch of
which made the difference The
recording is of the Rosamunde Leadbelly. Blind Lemon Jeffermusic complete including the son and other minnesingers of
celebrated entr'actes and the what now is called "soul muthree choruses, made by Bava- sic" and It is hoped someone
rian singers and players (An- else can pick it up.
Joe Tex is a likely candidate.
gel-36947 .
Po*' contrast, there is Max He has the soul feeling but his
Neuhaus, a percussionist, who voice is too smooth and at
performs elsctronically while times has the velvety texture
bare-chested with long hair of Nat Cole. It lacks the almost
flowing His record is -Elec- frenetic despot& that was
tronics and Percussion" and on evoked by Redding. Yet Joe
it he "realises- such pieces by Tex's version of "Ode to Billie
five far-out contemporary com- Joe" in "Soul Country" (Atposers, and they're not sooth- lantic SD 8187) is an imagining realisations, particularly ative version of the Bobble
for ears attuned to Bertice and Gentry hit of several months
ago.
Schubert Columbia-7129.)
-The World of Soul" by The
To recover from the shocks
which, by the way. are toler- Magnificent Men (Capitol ST
able and at times stimulating. MU. le an admirable underyou can turn to Erich Leine- taking by a white septet that
dorf conducting Wagner, with has received ovations from allthe Boston Symphony
The Negro audiences. They have
pieces are the overtures of the feeling of soul and they are
"The Flying Dutchman" and able to impart it, especially
-Tannhauser" and the pre- on such numbers as -By the
ludes of -Tristan and Isolde" Time I Get to Phoenix" and
and "Die Meistersinger "Leine- the Kurt Weill classic, "Sepdoer. way with Wagner is tember Song,"
Sleeted Singles — "Are My
highly invocativer as everyone
mutt know by now. It's at its Thoughts With You" by Micbest here. I RCA Victor-3011) key Newbury (RCA Victor 47His current feelings for 9.570). "Handy Man" by the
Brahma are also compelling, as Commotions (Blue Rock Bjudged from Eirahm's 4th kyni- 40541, -Tweedlee Dee" by The
phccly also recorded with the Viloesoins 'MG M K13964),
Boston Symphony (RCA Vic- -San Francisco" by Paul Mautor-3010.) In this invocative riat and His Orchestra (Philmusicianship category are Ge- ips 40550). "Inside. Outside,
orges Pretre conducting the Upside Down" by Sonny Childe
New Philharmonia in Sibelius' (Music Factory Mt1411),
Tape Deck — -Boots Ran5th symphony ,RCA Victor2994) and the composer, Ben- dolph's Sunday Sax" (MonuJambi Britten. conducting his ment SLP 18092). an Ampex
own "Les Illuminations" and tape release. Is a moving ex"Variations on a Theme of perience in spiritual music.
Frank
Bridges" 'London- Randolph is one of the fine
26033.
saxophonists of our time and
This began with "Shebera- can play any type of rioP murk
sack" and it can close with her bat he is especially adept in
-with Rinulry-Korsekoff's ex- music inspired by Fellation,
tended tone poem on her tales whether it be a Dixie frolic on
recorded, with no corn omitted, "When the Saints Go Marchby the Royal Philharmonic ing In," the cool reverence of
under Rudolf Kempe (Cross- "Just a Cleaner Walk With
roads-22160220 Morton Gould Thee" or the deep emotion of
and the Chicago Symphony such non-traditional songs as
have also worked with Minsky "I Believe and "You'll Never
—his "Antis" symphony More Walk Alone." This tape was recorn but such luscious corn) corded at 714 ips speed to ensure the best fidelity available.
(RCA Victor-PM )

By MEl HEIMER

The Camaro, a car with a young personahty for '69. Available options do
'magic' in the 'RS' and
'SS' versions. A varied selection of engines, striping, special hood with
simulated ports, louver -styled
rear fenders and wide oval white-lettered tires are but a few of the personal
selections available in the
'69 Camaro line. The ILS Convertible is shown above. All Chevrolet-built
passenger cars will be at
Chevrolet dealers on September 26.

g

IF YOU look upon 44-year-old Wally Cox as
Mr. Peepers, which he was for so long, you
have to figure that the ABC people picked the
right man to play the middle-aged square trying to understand the young generation in the
recent TV special "What Gap?"
But if you look at the REAL Wally Cox, the
picture is a little different. Square he may look,
but square he isn't
and for years now, he's
been looking at the bright and lovely side of
life and doing his own thing, just like the
flower children.
A witty end almost brilliant man (can you
see him now saying thoughtfully, "What's he
mesa, almost brilliant •"1, Wally realizes the
difference between the way he seems and the

ACTUALLY, the Detrott-born Cox Is a skillful silversmith, woodcarver and sculptor, works
hard at chess, has a burning desire to be a good%
writer his mother wrote mystery fiction), loves
the great outdoors AND wrote all the devastating monologues that first brought him attention
In ahow-bls. And which is more, he was riding
Hell's Angels or the
imotorcycles long
crowd,
Mr. Peepers, he insists, "was not me at all."
"I'm reasonably polite," he says, "but Tm not
apologetic. And I'm anything but aggressive- $
but Tm in very good shape. I lift a few weights.
• carpenter, which strengthens my
And
hands, and I like to hike in the woods It MI MI
adds
There was a time, in younger days, when he
even liked to go to parties. -and It was at these
that he used to test out his first monologues.
such as the one about his crazy friend Dufo.
His first engagement was at a Greenwich Village club and he was on his way.
Peepers, of course, was his big break. Few
may now remember that originally it was a g
summer replacement program in 1952. When
autumn came and it vanished, NBC got more
dtters from viewers demanding that a
e,7
rOnele
t be lr5t
it
• • •
SPEAKING of those early days, one of his
closest friends--and a onetime roommate—was
Marlon Brando, with whom he had gone to
school in Evanston, Ill. And Brando, accused of
many things, never has been called a square,
although possibly an aging hippy.
While Cox hasn't yet struck gold as a writer,
he has the feeling that acting isn't quite a be-all
and end-all. "I happen to have a theory that to
actors are children, while directors and producers are the adults of show biz," Wally says.
"An actor never leaves the nest. He always
does what he is told, always the child."
•

•

flashy nicknacks to make it look less expensive?
Just because competition doesn't should we not have
offered you wilshers to clean your headlights, the new
variable-ratio.power steering, liquid tire chain that you
can apply to your rear wheels at the touch of a button?
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NOW A RESIDENT of Los Angeles, heat one
time built his own house on a wooded two-acre
knoll in Rockland County, N.Y. He has a few
close friends and he likes extremes in movies- - r
either the real turkeys or the very few great
" wa-s
ones. The thought behind "What Gap
that you don't have to be terribly young to p
enjoy new freedoms in attitudes, dress and out
look --and the producers struck gold when they
picked Cox, the man with the pererudally op,
mind.

hevrolet introduces 1969.

Caprice. Match this, you other 69's!
There is no joy in the land of our competitors today.
But let us ask you this.
Should we have made the Caprice shorter instead of
the longest Chevrolet ever built? Or adorned it with
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Should we not have included the new 327-cubic-inch
engine, the biggest standard V8 in its field?
Should we have skipped the many improvements in
the interior and in the quietness of the ride?
Some people think so. Our competitors.
'69 Caprice Coupe
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Camaro. Who needs to say "announcing" or
Standard V8 is 210 hp. SS engines available up to
"new".
Look at how it all hangs together. No
325 hp.
gingerhread
anywhere. Not a line that isn't leaning into the
For added SS appeal: striping that flanks the nose
wind.
The interior is also much improved.
and charges up the side, poWer disc brakes, wide oval
ride
is
The
quieter.The power rouge isveryirripre-sive.
tires with raised white lettering And when those fat

'69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS

Kent
dawn I
Beim
Bark
down
Ftelm
Sun?'
Moon

equipment

tires grab the ground, you can almost hear the sort
ion
Your Chevrolet dealer offers this advice:
Go on, you other sportsters. Gnash your
gears and
look tough. Maybe it will 'help.

Putting you first, keeps us first.

CHEVROLET
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